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I. Introduction 
 

2021 marks the third year of operationalisation of the Technology Framework. The framework 

provides a structure through which to align the activities of the United Nations Framework Convention 

on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Technology Mechanism with the objectives of the Paris Agreement. The 

Climate Technology Centre and Network (CTCN) and the Technology Executive Committee (TEC), 

serving as the implementation and policy arms of the Technology Mechanism, work together to 

enhance climate technology activities and address complementary aspects of climate technology 

development and transfer. 

In August 2021, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) presented its report on the 

“Physical Science” of climate change and issued a code red for humanity and the Earth’s future: 

“warming is happening faster and our window to take action is shrinking.” Findings demonstrated a 

clear link between the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere ensuing from human activities and the extent 

of observed and projected future warming.   

This message was further reinforced by the UNFCCC’s updated NDC synthesis report, as well as UNEP’s 

Emissions Gap Report, both of which called for increased ambition in order to deliver on the objectives 

that are in place - countries must set aspirational targets and concrete measures to reach these 

targets. Throughout 2021, countries reviewed and updated their Nationally Determined Contributions 

(NDCs), despite the ongoing battle with the COVID-19 pandemic, in order to enhance ambition and 

fast-track their implementation, in part by strengthening in-country technical expertise and capacity 

building relating to climate technology.  

The good news is that technologies exist to achieve carbon neutrality within the next few decades. 

How fast we can meet this challenge depends in large part on the pace and scale at which high impact 

green technologies replace inefficient and carbon intensive technologies and methods in various 

global contexts.  

This 2021 Annual Operating Plan report presents the CTCN’s activities undertaken between January 

and December 2021 according to the five themes of the Technology Framework with the three service 

areas1 of the CTCN,  distributed across the various framework themes in a matrix manner. For technical 

assistance (TA) projects, the report focuses on the 23 projects completed in 2021, using the 

information collected from closure reports that are produced by implementing partners on 

completion of TAs. Numbers provided as footnotes to the subsection titles  refer to the activities under 

the five themes of the Technology Framework.   

 

  

 
1 The CTCN’s three service areas are: 1) responding to country requests for technical assistance; 2) 
building local capacity and networks; and 3) increasing information flows and knowledge-sharing. 
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II. Innovation 
 

i. Supporting countries to incentivize innovation through technical assistance2 
Several technical assistance projects have helped countries 

implement innovative low carbon technology solutions, 

promote Research, Development and Demonstration 

(RD&D) and increase ambition.  

Five technical assistance cases completed in 2021 delivered 

support for research and development or piloting and 

deployment of technologies.  

 

Table 1 Technical Assistance Completed in 2021 related to Innovation 

Country Title of Technical Assistance Completed in 2021 Link to innovation 

Belize Development of an integrated and comprehensive 
agroforestry policy 

The promotion of agroforestry 
systems was a process of R&D, 
including its social acceptance and 
adoption. 

Guatemala Mitigation options in the waste and industrial 
processes sectors aligned with the updated NDC in 
Guatemala 

Based on the research and the 
information generated about the 
composition of waste and its specific 
sources, the National low carbon 
development strategy is incorporating 
circular economy strategies in the 
waste and industry sectors 

Indonesia Support for e-mobility transition in Jakarta This technical assistance sought to 
demonstrate an existing technology 
under new conditions. There are few 
existing bus fleets globally that are 
comparable to the one explored in this 
technical assistance (in Europe and a 
few other places but not very 
common).  

Jamaica Identification of a climate research agenda to 
include collaboration with academia 

The technical assistance sought to 
improve the knowledge about the 
current capacity for R&TD and how it 
matches country demand  in order to 
achieve climate resilience and low 
carbon growth, and also to identify 
the main collaborations and prioritize 
R&TD actions with academia and 
private sector actors. 

Sudan  Developing methodology and capacity for 
monitoring climate change and its impacts on 
agriculture in Sudan 

Through the technical assistance, an 
innovative and interactive digital 
dashboard was developed to facilitate 

 
2 Ref technology framework: 9a, 9c 
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evaluating land health and climate 
vulnerability. 

Vietnam Cost-benefit Assessment of Mitigation Options in 
Rice Production: Data compilation, tools and 
training within the Vietnamese context 

The technical assistance led to the 
development of new (interactive 
dynamic) tools to aid in decision 
making, helping to bridge science and 
policy, providing support to location 
specific decisions on rice cultivation 
methods and its impact on GHG 
emission and other social, env and 
econ benefits. 

 

Case study: Identification of a climate research agenda to include collaboration with academia in 

Jamaica   

In Jamaica, the main obstacle preventing the transition towards the use of renewable sources is cost, 
including those associated with its adaptation to the current distribution infrastructure, and energy 
storage, which makes it difficult to disseminate. One way to address these challenges is through the 
consolidation of technological research and development capacities - developing a minimum critical 
mass of researchers and technicians - that contributes to an adequate transfer and assimilation of 
acquired technology, to achieve appropriate levels of use and operation. 
 
The Government of Jamaica requested technical assistance from the CTCN and its implementing 

partner the Tropical Agricultural Research and Higher Education Center to identify a long-term and 

multidisciplinary research and technological development (R&TD) agenda (2021-2030) that 

incorporates collaboration with academia, R&TD centres and the private sector to support the 

achievement of climate change targets in the key sectors identified in relevant policy frameworks, 

including the updated NDC and the National Development Plan – Vision 2030 Jamaica. 

The technical assistance sought to improve the knowledge about the current capacity for R&TD and 

how it matches country demand  in order to achieve climate resilience and low carbon growth, and 

also to identify the main collaborations and prioritize R&TD actions with academia and private sector 

actors able to implement the agenda. The Research Agenda’s successful implementation will result in 

an improved stock of new knowledge for the agriculture and fisheries, water, energy, human 

settlement and infrastructure, and waste sectors. This will contribute to improved decision making 

and the generation of economic benefits through investments in multi-scalar mitigation and 

adaptation strategies for various sub-sectors. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/identification-climate-research-agenda-include-collaboration-academia
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/identification-climate-research-agenda-include-collaboration-academia
https://catie.ac.cr/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABwOTFPNtBY
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ii. Accelerating innovation in adaptation3  
The CTCN’s Adaptation Fund Climate Innovation Accelerator Programme 

The primary objective of this five-year programme – the 

Adaptation Fund Climate Innovation Accelerator (AFCIA) - is to 

support countries to test, evaluate, roll out and scale up 

innovative adaptation practices, products and technologies. It 

does so by providing technical assistance to eligible beneficiary 

countries (developing countries without National Implementing 

Entity – NIE). The technical assistance provided through relevant 

CTCN network or consortium members. serves to support the 

development and diffusion of innovative adaptation practices, 

tools, and technologies and to accelerate adoption innovation 

and technology actions. The programme also facilitates 

information sharing and the exchange of best practices in order to support a learning mechanism for 

innovation in adaptation. 

Over 200 responses were received from more than 60 countries during the first two calls for proposals 

(November 2020 and February 2021). Of those, 13 project concept notes were selected for further 

analysis and implementation (see table 3). A third and last call for proposals will be launched in the 3rd 

quarter of 2022.  

The high number of applications received for the first two calls shows the large interest and need of 

countries for adaptation-related technical assistance. It also shows good communication and outreach 

from the programme, combined with direct engagement and support provided by CTCN experts to 

National Designated Entities (NDEs) (in particular to Least Developed Countries – LDCs - and Small 

Island States – SIDS - countries). The continued contact with NDEs allowed CTCN regional teams to 

respond to the need for iterative fine-tuning of TA requests, working collaboratively with NDEs, 

Designated Authorities and proponents to co-develop project concept notes. LDCs and SIDs are well 

represented among proposals submitted and selected. Some of the unselected good proposals have 

been picked up through the CTCN’s technical assistance pipeline, resulting in further adaptation 

support to developing countries. 

Table 2 Summary breakdown of AFCIA proposals received following the first two calls for proposals 

Region No. of 

applications 

received 

No. of applications moved into the evaluation 

stage 

 

No. of 

applications 

selected to 

date Total LDC SIDS Both 

LDC and 

SIDS 

Asia-Pacific 69 57 21 6  3 

(1 LDC, 1 SIDS) 

Latin 

America 

and 

18 14 2 4 2 2 

(2 SIDS) 

 
3 Technology framework reference: 9c, 17f, 26b, 26c 
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Caribbean 

(LAC) 

Africa 117 89 61   7 

(6 LDC) 

Other 1     1 

Total 205 160 82 10 2 13 

 

Table 3 AFCIA applications selected from the first two calls for proposals 

Country Title Sector 

Bahamas 

(SIDS) 

Developing a national framework for the 

standardization of stalls and procedures for a climate 

smart street side vendor throughout the Bahamas 

Agriculture; Food security; 

Human health; Rural 

development; Urban 

development 

Burundi 

(LDC) 

Easily deployable water-filled flood barrier that can be 

used to prevent damage from flooding and to store 

water vapor-tight to ensure water availability in times 

of drought 

Agriculture; Disaster risk 

reduction; Food security; Water 

management 

Georgia Building up integrated monitoring and early warning 

forest fires detection system in the Borjomi - 

Kharagauli National Park by innovative remote sensing 

tools 

Agriculture 

Disaster risk reduction 

 

Ghana (LDC) Promoting and upscaling appropriate solar irrigation 

technology options for smallholder farmers in Ghana 

through innovative climate adaptation financing 

mechanisms, a conducive policy framework for 

technology regulation and tailored training modules 

Agriculture 

Food security 

Rural development 

Liberia 

(LDC) 

Upscaling lowland rice production to improve food 

security through improved solar powered irrigation 

practices 

Agriculture; Food security; Rural 

development 

Maldives 

(SIDS) 

Establishment of a skimming well gallery system for 

agricultural use in HDh.Nolhivaranfaru of Maldives 

Agriculture; Food security; 

Human health; Rural 

development Water management 

Mali  

(LDC) 

Real-time mapping of flood risk in Mali based on 

weather forecasts, remote sensing and deep learning4 

Water management 

Disaster risk reduction 

Rural development (resilience) 

Urban development (resilience) 

Mozambique 

(LDC) 

Solar based irrigation for women's empowerment - 

"pay as you irrigate" as a means of water management 

and food security in Mozambique 

Agriculture 

Food security 

Rural development 

 
4 Cartographie en temps réel du risque d’inondation sur le territoire malien sur la base des 

prévisions météorologiques, de la télédétection et de l’apprentissage profond 
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Nepal 

(LDC) 

Customized weather and climate information system 

for climate-resilient agriculture in Nepal 

Agriculture 

Saint Kitts 

and Nevis 

(SIDS) 

Increase the water supply system resilience by 

managing aquifers recharge (MAR) and incorporating 

drought risks modelling as a planning tool for climate 

change adaptation measures 

Agriculture 

Food security 

Rural development (resilience) 

 Urban development (resilience) 

Sudan (LDC) Strengthening the community-based Flood and 

drought preparedness and early warning system in 

Sudan using operational and innovative models in 

addition to Satellite-based transmission technology for 

real-time automatic water level telemetry system. 

Water management 

Disaster risk reduction 

Rural development (resilience) 

Urban development (resilience) 

Vietnam Localization of water resources management 

technology to adapt to climate change in Hong-Thai 

Binh River basin 

Water management 

Zambia (LDC) Aquifer mapping technologies for Zambia Water management 

 

Three regional webinars were organised to share early lessons learned following the first call for 

proposals5. Key lessons learned so far can be summarized as follows: 

• There is a large appetite and need for adaptation-related technical assistance in developing 

countries (approximately 200 requests received in the first 6 months of the AFCIA programme, 

with an increase in the number of submissions from the first to the second calls). 

• Outreach/communication activities about the programme, in particular conveying the 

message that CTCN support is available from the very early stages of ideas/technology 

concepts, have had a positive effect in countries’ response to the programme (with increased 

number of submissions in the second call).  

• Developing countries, in particular LCDs and SIDS, continue to need support to articulate their 

adaptation technology demands.  

• Initiatives to improve capacity to identify and assess innovative adaptation practices, products 

and technologies, targeting LDCs and SIDs, need to be rolled out. 

• Where applications are cross sectoral in nature, a combination of adaptation and mitigation 

technologies should be considered and encouraged to generate transformative impact. 

In summary, the AFCIA programme implementation in 2021 clearly demonstrated an increased 
demand for this type of support and that there is a great need to strengthen national capacities to 
articulate climate adaptation technology needs. The CTCN will continue to draw on lessons learned 
from AFCIA to better respond to countries’ needs. It has already included ‘Innovation clinics for climate 
adaptation’ (to raise capacity and potentially source AFCIA proposals) and ‘Capacity building for 
national systems of innovation on climate technology’ in its 2022 Annual Operating Plan (AOP). 
However, given the demand for adaptation-related technical assistance in developing countries, 
additional initiatives for scaling up the current level of support are being explored. 

 

 
5 13 April 2021 for Asia Pacific and LAC regions and 4 May 2021 for Africa region 
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iii. Facilitating the sharing of information on emerging technologies6 
Blockchain technologies for climate policy implementation  

Emerging digital technologies, such as blockchain, 

have the potential to act as a tool to unlock and 

accelerate global actions towards the Paris 

Agreement and the SDGs. First successful 

applications in the areas of clean energy, climate 

finance, carbon markets and value chains have 

already been tested and implemented. 

In 2021, the CTCN initiated capacity building 

activities on “Emerging Digital Technologies for Climate Policy Implementation” with a focus on 

blockchain technology, together with its network member the Blockchain and Climate Institute (BCI). 

The objective was to build knowledge amongst NDEs and the climate policy community in developing 

countries on blockchain technology, its benefits, limits and use cases for climate mitigation and 

adaptation. 

As a first part of this project, an online course was developed and delivered to NDEs over a period of 

five weeks (September – October 2021). Lectures on (1) Blockchain 101 and Governance, (2) 

Blockchain for Clean Energy and (3) Blockchain for Climate Finance, (4) Blockchain for Carbon Markets, 

and (5) Blockchain and the Road Ahead were delivered twice a week for different time zones and a 

learning management system was set up for course management, lecture recordings, course material 

and course assignments.  

74 NDEs and colleagues nominated by NDEs actively participated in the course, of which two thirds 

were male and one third female. In terms of regional distribution, 57% were from Africa, 29% from 

Latin America and 14% from Asia-Pacific. According to feedback obtained following the course, NDEs 

had increased their knowledge, felt prepared to discuss the potential of blockchain technology and 

could identify and define opportunities. Participants also recommended that a similar course should 

be delivered to high-level decision makers in different languages. 

Following the online course for NDEs, six 

webinars were prepared for the general public, 

of which three were delivered in 2021 and the 

remaining in 2022. Up to now, the three 

delivered webinars generated an initial number 

of 561 registrations and hosted 175 attendees. 

Guest speakers from industry, public sector and 

academia were invited each week to 

complement the introduction to each of the topics given by BCI experts.  

 

 

 
6 Technology framework reference: 9a, 17f, 17j 

https://blockchainclimate.org/
https://www.ctc-n.org/news/training-ndes-emerging-digital-technologies-climate-policy-implementation
https://www.ctc-n.org/news/ctcn-webinar-series-blockchain-technologies-climate-policy-implementation-recordings-available
https://www.ctc-n.org/news/ctcn-webinar-series-blockchain-technologies-climate-policy-implementation-recordings-available
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iv. Facilitating collaborative research, development and demonstration and 

promoting collaboration with international partnerships7 
The establishment of the CTCN’s first Partnership and Liaison Office in the Republic of Korea  

With support from the Republic of Korea, the CTCN will 

operationalize its first Partnership and Liaison Office (PLO) 

in 2022 in Songdo, Incheon metropolitan city. The PLO will 

focus on strengthening the efforts of the CTCN in 

innovation and collaborative research, development, and 

demonstration; enhancing collaboration between the 

CTCN and the Green Climate Fund (GCF) (headquartered in 

Songdo) and promoting South–South cooperation and 

CTCN engagement in the region. 

An agreement was signed between the Ministry of Science and Information Communications 

Technology of the Republic of Korea, Incheon metropolitan city, and the United Nations Environment 

Programme (UNEP)8 on 7 October 2021, marking the official establishment of the CTCN office there.  

v. Supporting countries in developing long-term technological transition 

pathways9 
The CTCN’s guidebook “Ensuring a Climate Resilient Recovery after COVID-19” 

In support of COVID-19 recovery efforts, the CTCN produced a 

guidebook to support developing countries when developing 

technical assistance requests  and also when investing in, and 

implementing, climate resilience actions. The guidebook 

focuses on incorporating climate resilience into national 

planning, aligning action with climate goals and building 

resilience to help countries be better prepared for future 

crises, natural disasters, and other potential threats. The 

guidebook is framed into four core areas in which the CTCN 

Secretariat receives the most requests from its engaged 

countries:  

1) decarbonising systems to create resilient and 

sustainable cities;  

2) circularity of economy and supply chains; 

3) nature-based solutions including enhancing 

biodiversity; and 

4) business ecosystem innovation in new business 

models and structures.  

 

Recommendations from the guidebook were disseminated during the CTCN’s annual regional NDE 

forums, organised as part of the UNFCCC Regional Climate Weeks, as well as during the G-STIC in 

October 2021.  The G-STIC deep dive webinar highlighted technical assistance case studies from across 

 
7 Technology framework reference: 9a, 9e, 9f, 9g, 17a, 17f, 17j, 17d, 26a, 26d 
8 https://www.unep.org/news-and-stories/press-release/un-climate-technology-centre-and-network-
partnership-and-liaison 
9 Technology framework reference: 9d, 17j 

https://www.ctc-n.org/resources/new-guidebook-ensuring-climate-resilient-recovery-after-covid-19
https://www.ctc-n.org/resources/new-guidebook-ensuring-climate-resilient-recovery-after-covid-19
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the regions addressing how to meet climate change goals while improving economic competitiveness 

by utilising low-carbon pathways, supply chain circularity and resilient business models.   A panel 

discussion followed, with participation from IRENA, UNEP-DHI and the CTCN to discuss various 

dimensions of the growing need for climate technologies in terms of global trends, financing needs, 

streamlining gender, youth and innovation, with COVID-19 as the backdrop.  

 

vi. Collaborating with initiatives to stimulate climate technology RD&D10  
The CTCN’s Partnership with the World Intellectual Property Organization on Intellectual Property 

Rights  

Since 2019, the CTCN has enjoyed a partnership with the World Intellectual Property Organisation 
(WIPO) for collaboration on the theme of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) in innovation and 
technology transfer. Following the successful organization of trainings in 2019 aimed at “demystifying 
IPR, patenting and copyright” and demonstrating their benefits for NDEs, the CTCN was invited to 
become a member of WIPO GREEN’s Advisory Board and has since participated in several meetings.   
 
The CTCN participated in the WIPO Advisory board meeting in May 2021 with an intervention on issues 

relating to their workplan and synergies with other similarly mandated bodies. WIPO also made a 

presentation on IPR in the Context of Developing Countries in Africa during the regional forum for the 

NDEs organized in conjunction with the UNFCCC Climate Week for Africa. The CTCN participated in 

the core committee meeting of WIPO in Nov 2021 and shared experiences and best practices on its 

knowledge management system. The CTCN also provided inputs and comments on the design of WIPO 

Green’s dashboard and data systems for innovative technologies. Finally, the CTCN provided feedback 

and inputs to the midterm evaluation of WIPO Green’s 5-year strategy, specifically focusing on 

database efficiency in matching technology needs with green technology offerings, partnership 

network structure and effectiveness. 

vii. Bringing young innovators together to co-create new climate change 

solutions11  
The CTCN’s Youth Climate Innovation Labs  

Selected teams from the Africa and Asia 

Youth Climate Innovation Labs held in 2020 

went on to take part in the Youth Climate 

Innovation Academy, a two-month 

intensive incubator programme  organised 

in partnership with the Swiss Association 

for Entrepreneurship in Emerging Markets 

(SAFEEM). The Academy took place 

between February and April 2021 and 

sought to help early-stage start-ups 

transform their ideas into viable projects.  

 
10 Technology framework reference: 9e 
11 Technology framework reference: 9g, 21a 

https://www.ctc-n.org/news/13-startups-africa-and-asia-are-tackling-climate-change-through-cleantech-innovation?fbclid=IwAR2JcMjbDo04MSQvCTzEMgvehekH6o4tIAs234wx4fCWoaflAox0jt_zr1o
https://www.ctc-n.org/news/13-startups-africa-and-asia-are-tackling-climate-change-through-cleantech-innovation?fbclid=IwAR2JcMjbDo04MSQvCTzEMgvehekH6o4tIAs234wx4fCWoaflAox0jt_zr1o
https://safeem.org/
https://safeem.org/
https://safeem.org/
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The training culminated in a demonstration day that was held on the 22nd of April 2021 to 

commemorate Earth Day, where a total of 11 promising start-ups pitched their technology solutions 

for enhanced climate action to investors, partners and industry experts. The demonstration was 

attended by 81 participants. As a result, a number of the start-ups accessed partial investment in their 

initiatives and others were able to create partnerships to pilot their work. 

 

A third Youth Climate Innovation Lab for Latin 

America was conducted in July 2021. The 

programme attracted 582 applicants from 16 

countries in the region. The three-day online lab 

gave participants a chance to work with climate 

technology and entrepreneurship experts from 

SMEs to explore innovative design thinking tools 

and create solutions for enhanced climate action. 

A total of 10 teams were selected to subsequently implement and scale up their solutions through a 

2-month Youth Climate Innovation Academy in late 2021. The Academy programme provided 

participants with hands-on support to enable them to further develop and incubate their winning 

ideas. A demonstration day for the LAC region was held on the 11th of November 2021, where 8 

startups pitched their ideas. The demonstration was attended by 69 participants. Among Academy 

participants, some teams have already been able to access initial funding while others have created 

partnerships to pilot their solutions. 

Meet the 11 promising start-ups from Africa and Asia Pacific and watch their pitch: 

• Afri-Carbon Pay: connecting companies to local forest project developers to offset 

carbon footprint 

• Agronovate: smart storage system to eliminate food waster, farmers’ low income, and 

cabron footprint 

• Community-based Smart Microgrids: distributed microgrid system that enables peer-to-

peer energy sharing and trading  

• Farm In a Box: starter kits for novice growers  

• Kawilab Energy Systems: providing finance for community-based biogas system  

• Namanzi: hydroponic greenhouses through crowdfunding 

• Nirwallna: turning urban heat islands into refreshing greeneries through effective green 

walls and green spaces Simplified Waste: app for municipal waste collection routes 

• Space Era: providing sustainable, affordable and habitable shelter for climate refugees 

and displaced migrants  

• The Last Mile: solving the cold storage problem of vaccine wastage 

• Waster: app-based solutions providing curated routes through Nepal to plastic bottle 

bins 

 

https://www.ctc-n.org/regions-youth-climate-innovation/latin-america
https://www.ctc-n.org/regions-youth-climate-innovation/latin-america
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/climate-innovation-labs-demo-day-2021/afri-carbon-pay/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/climate-innovation-labs-demo-day-2021/agronovate/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/climate-innovation-labs-demo-day-2021/community-based-smart-microgrids/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/climate-innovation-labs-demo-day-2021/farm-in-a-box/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/climate-innovation-labs-demo-day-2021/kawilab-energy-systems/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/climate-innovation-labs-demo-day-2021/namanzi/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/climate-innovation-labs-demo-day-2021/nirwallna/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/climate-innovation-labs-demo-day-2021/simplified-waste/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/climate-innovation-labs-demo-day-2021/space-era/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/climate-innovation-labs-demo-day-2021/the-last-mile/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/climate-innovation-labs-demo-day-2021/waster/
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The CTCN also worked with an award-winning artificial intelligence specialist to create an artificial 

intelligence persona and user interaction capability with the aim of inspiring reflection, innovative 

thinking, and discussions to be used at the Academy Programme. The AI personality called SKY utilises 

a virtual/visual appearance and  machine learning-based voice generation  and voice recognition. The 

AI specialist built a web-interface where participants could interact live with the AI persona, gathered 

data from the CTCN and numerous other relevant sources to compile a large dataset on climate 

change, trained a machine learning algorithm on the dataset about climate innovation and design 

thinking, tested, prototyped and deployed the final AI. Through conversations, the AI persona was 

used at the Youth Climate Innovation Labs to foster a greater awareness about both the opportunities 

and dilemmas that digital technology poses on matters related to climate change and innovation. The 

participants were able to engage in a conversation with SKY.  SKY was also utilised in various events at 

COP26 to engage participants in similar discussions on technology, climate change, and society. 

  

Meet the 8 promising start-ups from Latin America and watch their pitch: 

• AgroTech: solving the efficiency in the process of fighting pests for families of farmers 

through low-costs and nature-friendly electronic devices 

• EcoDrop: providing knowledge to optimize resources and solve the inefficiency of the 

water resource in crops for small farmers 

• Econecta: technological platform to solve the inadequate management of solid waste for 

generators and recyclers 

• Green Cycle: connecting companies that generate recyclable waste with the compensation 

of their carbon footprint  

• Heat Island: systematizing solutions and bringing them closer to clients 

• Kaphiy-Brown: making coffee husk flour  

• SAMI: collection service, storage and recovery of organic waste  

• Todis: solar water disinfection system 

 

https://www.artificialmind.ai/projects/sky
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/ctcn-youth-climate-innovations-labs-latam/agrotech/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/ctcn-youth-climate-innovations-labs-latam/ecodrop/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/ctcn-youth-climate-innovations-labs-latam/econecta/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/ctcn-youth-climate-innovations-labs-latam/green-cycle/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/ctcn-youth-climate-innovations-labs-latam/heat-island/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/ctcn-youth-climate-innovations-labs-latam/kaphiy-brown/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/ctcn-youth-climate-innovations-labs-latam/sami/
https://www.seedstars.com/community/entrepreneurs/programs/ctcn-youth-climate-innovations-labs-latam/todis/
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Table 4 Reporting on 2021 AOP Indicators – Innovation 
Indicators Target 2021 result 

Outcome 1 – Innovation 
Key stakeholders develop, transfer and deploy new and existing climate technologies 

1.A. Number of countries developing, 
transferring and deploying new and existing climate 
technologies as a result of CTCN support 

25 – 30 countries per year 3912  

1.B. Anticipated number of collaborations facilitated or 
enabled within and between developed and developing 
country Parties (disaggregated by South- South, RD&D, 
and private sector collaborations) 

South-South: 2-3 per year 
RD&D: 4-5 per year Private 
sector: 4-5 per year 

 26 total  
 
South-South: 12 

Output 1.1: Knowledge sharing on climate technology RD&D and new and innovative technologies  

1.1.a. Number of climate technology RD&D-related 
events 

4 – 5 per year 18 

1.1.b. Number of participants in climate technology 
RD&D related events (gender disaggregated) 

150-200 per year 289 total 
182 men; 107 women 

1.1.c. Number of knowledge resources related to RD&D 
and new and innovative technologies made available on 
the CTCN knowledge platform 

30-40 per year 32 

Output 1.2: Countries assisted in developing national institutional, legal and regulatory frameworks to 
encourage climate technology RD&D and uptake 

1.2.a. Number of countries receiving CTCN support for 
national institutional, legal and regulatory frameworks 
to encourage climate technology RD&D and uptake 
(disaggregated by type, adaptation, and mitigation) 

 
The CTCN is demand 

driven – the nature of TA 
requests is determined by 

Parties submitting 
requests. 

 

3 

1.2.b. Number of countries with strengthened National 
System of Innovation as a result of CTCN 
support 

 
The CTCN is demand 

driven – the nature of TA 
requests is determined by 

Parties submitting 
requests 

913 
 
As reported by 
implementing partners in 
technical assistance 
closure reports 

  

 
12 Antigua & Barbuda; Belize; Benin; Brazil ; Burkina Faso; Burundi; Cambodia; Cameroon; Central African 
Republic; Chad; Chile; Costa Rica; Cuba; Democratic Republic of the Congo; Djibouti; Equatorial Guinea; 
Ethiopia; Gabon; Guatemala ; Indonesia; Ivory Coast; Jamaica; Kenya; Mali ; Mexico; Namibia; Pakistan ; 
Republic of the Congo; Rwanda; Senegal; Sri-Lanka; St Lucia; Sudan; Tanzania; Thailand; Togo; Uganda; 
Uruguay; Vietnam 
13 Belize, Uruguay, Mexico, Chile, Brazil, Pakistan, Thailand, Vietnam, Sri Lanka 
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III. Implementation 
 

i. Snapshot of CTCN Technical Assistance 
As of 31 December 2021, the CTCN has received 332 

requests for technical assistance from 108 14, including 

20 multi-country requests and 33 requests for fast 

technical assistance15. 45% of these requests have been 

completed (150) (see figure 1). If requests received 

through the AFCIA programme are considered, the total 

number of requests for technical assistance received to 

date rose to 520. 

Demand for technical assistance saw an important 

increase over the previous year (61 requests received in 2021 vs. 38 requests in 2020). 23 technical 

assistance projects were completed in 2021 (see annex 1). 

The increase in requests can largely be attributed to an increase in number of multi-country requests 

for technical assistance and pro-active engagement of CTCN Regional managers in helping NDEs and 

project proponents fine tune technical assistance requests.  

Figure 1 Status of requests for technical assistance from the CTCN (2014 – 2021) 

 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the type of technical assistance requested. Requests for decision-

making or information tools were most numerous (25 per cent), followed by requests for technology 

feasibility studies (20 per cent) and technology identification and prioritization (16 per cent). 

 
14 multi-country requests are counted individually by each submitting country 
15 A complete list of CTCN technical assistance, searchable by country and sector, is available on the CTCN 
website at https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/data 
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Figure 2 Requests for technical assistance from the Climate Technology Centre and Network, by type 
(2014–2021) 

 

Figure two exhibits the CTCN’s strong expertise in laying the groundwork for technology 

implementation from facilitating decision making on the most appropriate technologies, evaluating 

their feasibility for their local context and developing roadmaps and strategies for their 

implementation.  

Figure 3 indicates the regional distribution of demand for technical assistance: 45 per cent of requests 

originated from Africa, 31 per cent from Asia-Pacific, 23 per cent from Latin America and the Caribbean 

and 1 per cent from Eastern Europe. Requests from the LDCs comprised 29 per cent, and those from 

SIDS 12 per cent. 

Figure 3 Requests for technical assistance from the CTCN, by region (2014 – 2021) 

 

 

A total of 47 per cent of requests received to date support mitigation goals, 29 per cent support 

adaptation goals, and 24 per cent support a combination of adaptation and mitigation goals. Looking 

at 2021 data alone, however, reveals a gradual balancing of support for adaptation requests vis a vis 

mitigation requests which have historically been greater in number (48% adaptation vs. 22% 
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mitigation). This can be attributed to the success of the AFCIA programme in stimulating requests for 

assistance in climate change adaptation.   

Technical assistance requests are increasingly cross-sectoral in nature, revealing an interesting focus 

on technologies such as solar-powered irrigation for agriculture, which bestows a multitude of 

benefits, including reduced GHG emissions, increased resilience for agriculture, and food security in 

the wake of climate-induced water scarcity, while also providing benefits to women.  

Since the adoption of the Paris Agreement in 2015, countries’ technical assistance requests to the 

CTCN have aligned strongly with the goals and technologies reflected in NDCs. Of the technical 

assistance that started in 2021, countries demonstrated an increased demand for circular economy 

strategies and roadmap development, renewable energy, low carbon transport, local climate 

information systems including drought risk modelling, agrometeorological information tools and 

remote sensing technologies and focused more on the climate-water-energy- food security nexus.  

The sectors representing the greatest technical assistance demand in 2021 are depicted below. 

  

 

Several regional trends have emerged in recent requests for assistance, including:  

(a) Africa: The concept of circular economy is increasingly at the centre of attention due to its two-

fold potential for GHG reductions and increased resilience through sustainable resource management. 

The CTCN has received several requests targeting the development of waste-stream specific circular 

economy roadmaps as well as the conduct of feasibility studies for circular economy technologies. 

Furthermore, requests for the use of photovoltaics in the context of the energy-water-food nexus 

have been popular. Several activities on e-mobility regulations and incentives are under preparation 

or development. Lastly, several African countries have submitted requests or are receiving technical 

assistance on Technology Needs Assessments (TNAs). 

(b) Asia-Pacific: While the demand for TA is more diversified in Asia, in the Pacific there is a clear trend 

for cleaner and more efficient technologies in particular in the energy and transport sectors. CTCN has 

received several requests from PICS targeting Renewable Energies, Energy Efficiency and Low Carbon 

Transport, aiming to reduce their dependence on imported fossil fuel, with some requests adopting 

more integrated, cross-cutting approaches, such as those emphasizing energy-water-food security 

and requests for sustainable low carbon land transport (and e-mobility) stressing the importance of 

Figure 4 Top Mitigation and Adaptation Sectors in 2021 
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resilient infrastructure. In Asia, requests for adaptation and cross-sectoral support increased, mostly 

targeting improvement of information and decision support systems and piloting of technologies to 

address water management issues, as well as support to sustainable and climate smart agriculture to 

enhance resilience of farming communities while reducing GHG emissions. 

(c) Latin America and the Caribbean: The region is increasingly interested in receiving assistance in 

adaptation to climate change for a diverse range of  technological tools addressing risk assessment in 

the food security, water and coast sectors, the application of nature-based solutions (NbS), and the 

the monitoring of adaptation measures, among others. Capacity building for NDEs and sector 

authorities in adaptation is a component present in all requests. For climate change mitigation, the 

most frequent requests include cross-cutting elements in various sectors, such as the preparation of 

Technology Needs Assessments (TNAs) and Technology Action Plans (TAPs), as well as assistance in 

the circular economy. In these cases, positive impacts on adaptation can be also achieved. Some 

requests have also been received for the energy sector, on e-mobility and the use of solar systems. 

(d) MENA: A tendency towards the conduct of TNAs and the development of low-emission 

development strategies can be observed. 

The scope of most technical assistance requests is aimed at the national level. While maintaining this 

focus, the CTCN has seen an increasing number of multi-country requests. Where possible, the CTCN 

has encouraged multi-country and programmatic approaches which use a standard methodology or 

thematic focus across several countries. In addition to providing efficiency gains, this approach can 

also more easily facilitate the replication of a project type that has demonstrated success in achieving 

transformative change and encourage the harmonization of policies across a region.  

Four multi-country Technical Assistance projects were completed in 2021:  

• Improving resilience of the education system to climate change impacts in the Eastern 

Caribbean region for Saint Lucia and Antigua and Barbuda 

• Assessment of the current status of the circular economy for developing a roadmap – 

Uruguay, Mexico, Chile, Brazil 

• Study on the valorisation of forest biomass waste into energy – 15 African countries16 

• Identification of the most suitable direct use applications and technologies in low to medium 

temperature geothermal systems in six African countries - Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, 

Tanzania and Uganda 

Feedback shared by CTCN network members who completed multi-country technical assistance 

projects in 2021 point to a number of lessons learned including:  

• The increased number of project proponents means that it is important to have an overall 

understating of the scope of the work from the very beginning to avoid delays or deviations 

within each country.  

• Political changes within a country, changes in NDE, social or environmental events are all 

factors that can delay a technical assistance. In a multi country project these can have an even 

greater impact when one or more country experiences changes.  

• Anticipating and building-in time requirements for revisions and feedback processes in the 

work or implementation plan needs to be more realistic from the onset, especially for a multi-

 
16 Central Africa: Republic of the Congo, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Central African Republic, 
Cameroon, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Chad and Burundi.   West Africa: Benin, Senegal, Ivory Coast, Mali, 
Burkina Faso and Togo. Eastern Africa: Djibouti 

https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/improving-resilience-education-system-climate-change-impacts-eastern
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/improving-resilience-education-system-climate-change-impacts-eastern
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/study-valorization-forest-biomass-waste-energy
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/identification-most-suitable-direct-use-applications-and-technologies
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/identification-most-suitable-direct-use-applications-and-technologies
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country project where a larger number of project proponents are asked to provide feedback. 

The CTCN technical assistance process extensively relies on coordination with multiple 

agencies attached to different ministries. 

• Given the varying levels of progress between countries (for example in the LAC region, varying 

levels of progress between countries towards circular economy planning and 

implementation), regional projects need to very carefully plan the objectives, terms of 

reference, timelines, and review processes for each of the participating countries. 

 

Case study: Identification of the most suitable direct use applications and technologies in low to 

medium temperature geothermal systems in six African countries 

The CTCN facilitated the development of a multi-

country technical assistance request by six countries in 

East Africa (Djibouti, Ethiophia, Kenya, Rwanda, 

Tanzania, Uganda) for a pre-feasibility study to identify 

the most suitable direct-use applications and 

technologies for low to medium temperature 

geothermal systems. 

In each country, the CTCN technical assistance 

identified potential direct use geothermal applications 

as well as the corresponding sectors and technologies that are best suited to benefit from the 

utilization of direct use geothermal projects. This activity included identification and classification of 

geothermal sites followed by identification and engagement with communities located near the 

identified sites in each project country. The TA then established the economic and market viability of 

the identified direct use projects/technologies. The TA concluded with capacity building of Project 

Proponents on the identified direct use technologies, including both technical guidelines/ 

methodology for geothermal direct use project identification and categorization, as well as a 

comprehensive financial model and associated user guide to assess the feasibility of specific direct use 

technologies, including:  

• fruit/vegetable/grain drying 

• fish drying 

• greenhouse heating 

• balneotherapy/geothermal spa 

• pyrethrum drying 

• tobacco curing 

• tea processing 

• chicken hatchery 

• milk pasteurization 

In addition to supporting rural livelihoods and economic development, the TA supported each 

country’s efforts to develop indigenous geothermal resources and thus advance their climate 

commitments given the positive impact of geothermal development on energy sector 

decarbonization. Countries benefited from experience sharing as to how to integrate and increase 

usage of geothermal energy in their energy mix and specific industries. Particular attention was given 

to the simultaneous coordination of projects to ensure they could progress at the same level and 

benefit from knowledge sharing. 
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ii. Enhancing the enabling environment for technology uptake through diverse 

types of technical assistance17 
 

Sectoral roadmaps and strategies 

13 per cent of technical assistance requests received to 

date have sought support to develop sectoral roadmaps 

and strategies that highlight the pathways from R&D to 

deployment for technologies that can help increase 

energy efficiency, lower carbon emissions and increase 

resilience. The roadmaps can also identify and prioritise 

technologies and actions required to accelerate the 

adoption of these technologies in the market and provide 

valuable references for governments’ climate change 

strategies.  

Table 5 Technical assistance cases supporting the development of sectoral roadmaps (TAs completed 
in 2021) 

TA name Examples of Sectoral Roadmaps developed through CTCN 
Technical Assistance 

Improving resilience of the 
education system to climate 
change impacts in the Eastern 
Caribbean region for Saint Lucia 
and Antigua and Barbuda 

The TA provided a technical assessment to establish possible 
options for retrofitting schools to improve their resilience to 
climate change. A road map for roll-out and recommendations 
for upscaling and replication were developed. This road map 
highlights the processes and routes essential for facilitating 
the acceptance, adoption, and, in some cases, the adaptation 
of the findings and recommendations made to replicate the 
project and its outcomes across the two countries and into the 
wider subregion of the Organisation of the Eastern Caribbean 
States.  The road map is considered an absolute imperative for 
upscaling and replicating the project’s outcomes. 

Developing a circular economy at 
the local level in Costa Rica 

The technical assistance resulted in the development of a 
Step-by-Step Guide to facilitate the incorporation of the 
circular economy concept into territorial planning and 
municipal budget programming frameworks. The Step-by-Step 
Guide was an important milestone in scaling up knowledge of 
local planning, and it is part of the strategy from Costa Rica to 
facilitate progress towards the implementation of a circular 
economy in national economic development. This bottom-up 
approach led to the current efforts from C.R for the 
development of a National Circular Economy Strategy.  

Analysis and technical review of 
the existing legal framework for 
the implementation of a circular 
economy policy in Mexico 

The TA was requested by Mexico to complement the 
recommendations in the multicounty TA “Assessment of the 
current status of the circular economy for developing a 
roadmap - Uruguay, Mexico, Chile, Brazil” to take advantage 
of an area of opportunity that was identified to boost the 

 
17 Technology framework reference: 10a 

https://www.ctc-n.org/system/files/dossier/3b/20501-ProjectRollOutV01Draft.pdf
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transition towards a circular-economy model, which derives 
from a series of regulatory changes that the country has been 
making. This analysis was useful to assist the Mexican NDE to 
support decision making on policy instruments in circular 
economy. 

Assessment of the current status 
of the circular economy for 
developing a roadmap - Uruguay, 
Mexico, Chile, Brazil 

The general objective of this regional TA was to perform an 
assessment of the circular economy, revealing the key 
actors/interested parties, characterizing gaps and deficits, and 
identifying the territories that have favourable conditions for 
the development of a circular economic model.  
 
The results of the technical assistance laid the foundations for 
the development of road maps to create general, sectoral or 
specific circular economy strategies that generate an 
economic, social, institutional and environmental impact. 

Support for e-mobility transition 
in Jakarta, Indonesia 

The request for technical assistance identified  a lack of 
awareness about e-bus technology and its benefits in 
Indonesia. As a result, limited policies addressing the 
transition to electric mobility have been implemented. The 
government did not have targets or a roadmap for e-bus 
deployment and lacked information on the fiscal incentives, 
procurement, and cost of e-bus charging infrastructure. 
 
The road map and investment plan developed as part of this 

technical assistance serve as a guideline for Transjakarta to 

implement the e-bus and corresponding infrastructure (e.g 

grid network, fleet technology, policy requirements, business 

model, capacity building etc). 

Technical Assistance for the 
Development of a Climate Smart 
City in Kurunegala (Mitigation 
Element) – Sri-Lanka 

As part of the broader efforts to address increased impacts of 
climate change and urban development of the city of 
Kurunegala, and with the pro bono support from the Korean 
Government, this TA included support to the development of 
three sectoral roadmaps for the introduction of climate 
technology and financing plans to transform Kurunegala into a 
low-carbon climate-smart city. With a strong support to 
strengthening GHG emissions country data, CTCN 
implementing partner Econetwork conducted an analysis of 
the energy, transport, and waste sectors in Kurunegala city,  
which served as the basis for a feasibility survey to identify  
sector-specific climate technologies. Adopting a gender based 
and participatory approaches, roadmaps outlining the steps to 
be followed to implement or adopt the prioritized 
technologies and approaches, resulting in three sector-specific 
action plans. As a result of this TA, the Korea Government has 
already mobilized over USD 500,000 to support 
implementation of the roadmap for the waste sector 

Water Recycling Technologies in 
Namibia 

The technical assistance developed a detailed feasibility 
assessment of water recycling technologies and a technology 
roadmap and action plan for promoting water recycling in the 
city of Windhoek. To support implementation of the plan, the 
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CTCN also created financing and business models, as well as a 
concept idea for a financial mechanism to boost technological 
deployment in households. 

 

Case study: Circular Economy Roadmaps development in Latin America and the Caribbean 

The CTCN has been actively providing support on circular economy (CE) in the Latin America and the 

Caribbean (LAC) region since mid-2019 to 11 countries. Nine of them have received support for the 

elaboration of a roadmap that includes an initial assessment of the status of CE in the country.  

In Costa Rica, the CTCN supported the development of a step-by-step guide for local governments to 

incorporate a circular economy approach into territorial planning and municipal budget programming 

frameworks. The guide facilitates the preparation of roadmaps in the sectors prioritized by the 

different municipalities. The decision to develop such a guide resulted from an analysis of barriers that 

limited the application of CE approaches at the municipal level, including the lack of knowledge on CE 

approaches, lack of inter-institutional support and articulation for CE approaches, and limited 

experience integrating CE into planning and other priorities. 

In Guatemala, a study was undertaken to assess the composition and characterization of common 

solid and industrial waste in the municipality of Guatemala as well as common solid waste in the city 

of Quetzaltenango. In the municipality of Guatemala, the technical assistance supported the 

development of a circular economy action plan in solid waste management. The technical assistance 

generated information used in the process of defining new GHG reduction goals and ambitions for the 

waste and industry sector, used as reference in the process of updating the Country’s NDC.  

In 2021, the CTCN also completed a regional technical 

assistance assessing the current status of  CE in Uruguay, 

Mexico, Chile and Brazil, revealing the key actors/interested 

parties and characterizing gaps and deficits to serve as 

inputs for the collaborative construction of a roadmap on 

this issue and as a management tool for the future 

implementation phase.  

The development of this request originated in the combined 

interest of the CTCN in having Latin American countries jointly develop technical assistance on CE with 

the interest of the region in developing successful CE public policies. The request was led by Chile, 

through the Sustainability and Climate Change Agency. At the UNFCCC regional Climate Week held in 

Montevideo, Uruguay in 2019, a preliminary draft of the request was delivered to the NDEs of the 

requesting countries: Mexico, Colombia, Uruguay, Brazil and Chile. 

The first step of the technical assistance consisted of analysing the existing initiatives and relevant 

actors –including those from the industry 4.0 – from the national level down to a sector or specific 

value chain, depending on the interest of each country. This was followed by an analysis of the 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of implementing a CE, as well as its social, 

economic, and environmental benefits.  

The regional nature of the technical assistance provided a benchmark analysis for other countries, 

mainly in Europe, which have already implemented roadmaps, such as France, Finland, and the EU.  

 According to the analysis of industry 4.0 technologies, the main barriers to incorporate these 

technologies into manufacturing in the four countries are the following: (1) the high investment costs 

https://www.ctc-n.org/content/gu-paso-paso-para-facilitar-la-transici-n-de-los-gobiernos-locales-hacia-una-econom
https://www.ctc-n.org/content/caracterizaci-n-de-residuos-s-lidos-comunes-del-municipio-de-guatemala
https://www.ctc-n.org/content/caracterizaci-n-de-residuos-s-lidos-comunes-del-municipio-de-guatemala
https://www.ctc-n.org/content/caracterizaci-n-de-residuos-industriales-en-la-ciudad-de-guatemala
https://www.ctc-n.org/system/files/dossier/3b/CAEP_MIT-GT-Output%205-%20Caracterizacio%CC%81n%20Comunes%20Quetzaltenango.pdf
https://www.ctc-n.org/system/files/dossier/3b/CAEP_MIT-GT-Output%204-%20Circular%20Economy-GT.pdf
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/assessment-current-status-circular-economy-developing-roadmap
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/assessment-current-status-circular-economy-developing-roadmap
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of these new technologies; (2) lack of clarity on investment returns; (3) the organizational culture of 

companies and institutions in the public sector that may resist to change; (4) the difficulties in 

integrating a new software in countries’ existing control systems; (5) a poor basic IT infrastructure; 

and (6) a lack of institutional financial support. The intersection between CE and industry 4.0 

represents a great opportunity for companies, organizations and academia to develop new circular 

business models by incorporating technologies and maintaining competition to reduce the 

environmental impact of their productive activities. 

After the TA, each country undertook different pathways, including:  

• Uruguay: In 2019, Uruguay published its national circular economy action plan. A concept note 

was drafted as a result of the technical assistance which served as a basis for a new CTCN 

project in the field of milk production to be implemented in 2022.  

• Chile: In 2019, the Ministry of Environment, in conjunction with the Ministry of Economy and 

the Corporation for the Development of Production and the Sustainability Agency, created a 

roadmap for a Circular Chile for 2040, which was an objective set out in Chile’s NDC. 

• Brazil: The project proponent was very satisfied with the extensive work carried out as part of 

the technical assistance to identify and involve key stakeholders. The results of the assistance 

are a strong basis for further circular measures in the country.  

• Mexico: In 2021, Mexico published its General Law of Circular Economy. Its NDC mentions 

circular economy as a strategy to optimize the use of inputs and energy required in the 

industry. The NDE has requested a TA to develop a platform to exchange materials in the 

construction and demolition sector.   

CTCN technical assistance on circular economy has been instrumental in three ways: 

1. Richness of Information: Allowing participating countries to obtain a national assessment that 

goes beyond major cities, covering different regions with specific sectors. 

2. Baseline: Establishment of a strong baseline to assess the current country status on Circular 

Economy, and to project pathways into the future. 

3. Lessons learned: To compare and share information between countries, their activities in CE, 

and learn from successes and failures. 

 

  

Image 1 and 2: August 14, 2019. Kick of meeting in Uruguay. Panels included participation of the Education Center of the 

Spanish Cooperation Agency in Uruguay (host of event), United Nations Development Organization (UNIDO), Renewable 

Energies Section of the Ministry of Energy and Mines, Climate Change Division of the Ministry of Environment, and other 50+ 

participants representing public, private, civil society, and academic sectors. 
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Image 3 and 4: August 29th, 2019. Kick of meeting in Brazil. Panels included participation of the Ministry of Science, 

Technology and Innovations (MCTI) serving also as host of the event; Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME); Ministry of 

Regional Development (MDR); Brazilian Institute of Information on Science and Technology (IBICT); National Industry 

Confederation (CNI); United Nations Industrial Development Organization in Brazil (UNIDO) and 100+ participants from 

government, academy, companies and civil society. 

Decision-making tools and/or information provision 

In Cuba, CTCN technical assistance, implemented with 

partners Viresco Solutions, Inc and Anthesis Lavola, 

developed an initial baseline for GHG emissions from 

cattle farming and estimated the potential reduction 

that could be achieved by implementing recommended 

practices and relevant technologies. Partners also 

supported the dissemination of lessons learned to local 

stakeholders, including researchers and local leaders, 

while supporting communications strategies to boost 

the further implementation of climate-smart 

management. Three concise handbooks on good practices and climate technologies for climate smart 

livestock management were developed for three audiences: specialists, politicians and farmers. The 

good practices identified provide the country with the level of detail necessary to make informed 

decisions on improvements to cattle production systems to meet the desired food production while 

reducing the intensity of GHG emissions per unit of milk and meat produced. The results will be 

included in climate change program (NAMA, NDC, commitments to conventions) policies, strategies 

and plans for the  coming years,  benefitting both public and private producers. 

 

In Guatemala, the CTCN technical assistance provided 

key information on areas at high-risk to the effects of 

climate change in Guatemala’s Dry Corridor and 

recommendations for adjusting national adaptation 

objectives and targets in the agriculture, livestock and 

food security sectors. The assistance enabled sectoral 

institutions to adjust their planning instruments in the 

short term and to channel resources and efforts in a 

more effective and efficient manner. The technical assistance was aligned with and contributed to the 

Climate Change Adaptation strategic axis of the Strategic Plan for Climate Change (PECC), which aims 

to improve the capacity to adapt to the effects of variability and climate change through practices and 

technologies to minimize loss and damage in the agricultural sector.   

https://www.virescosolutions.com/
https://www.anthesisgroup.com/ca/
https://www.ctc-n.org/content/gu-para-mejores-pr-cticas-agroecol-gicas-para-agr-nomos
https://www.ctc-n.org/content/gu-para-mejores-pr-cticas-agroecol-gicas-para-decisores
https://www.ctc-n.org/content/gu-para-mejores-pr-cticas-agroecol-gicas-para-agricultores
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In Thailand, the CTCN technical assistance “Enabling 

Readiness for Up Scaling Investments in Building Energy 

Efficiency for Achieving NDC Goals in Thailand”, implemented 

in collaboration with the International Institute for Energy 

Conservation using GCF readiness funds, supported the 

implementation of energy efficiency in the Thai building 

sector through compliance with the national Building Energy 

Code.  The national Building Energy Code from 2009 

mandated minimum energy standards for new buildings, but 

authorities had been unable to compel the construction industry, project developers and investors to 

adopt these standards due to a lack of guidance on relevant cost-efficient technologies. Existing 

energy and GHG emission baselines and benchmarks were developed for five building types, as well 

as a priority listing of applicable energy efficiency and renewable technologies that reduce emissions 

and meet energy efficiency targets.  These results can be shared with developers, architects, and 

investors to help inform investment decisions in the building sector, laying the foundation to support 

market transformation, workforce development, and sustainable development in Thailand. 

Furthermore, three handbooks  were developed to increase awareness of the BEC standards and 

provide guidelines on ensuring compliance for local authorities, practitioners (engineers, architects, 

and developers), and investors. 

Private sector engagement and the creation of favourable market conditions for climate 

technologies18   

The CTCN provides policy, legal and regulatory guidance to create enabling environments that foster 

favourable conditions that incentivize the private and public sector to fully realize the development 

and transfer of climate technologies.  

In Cambodia, the CTCN assisted the government in the 

development of a policy action plan for sustainable and low 

emission mobility, including recommendations and 

suggested policies to improve the fleet’s fuel economy and 

efficiency. The project considered the economic and market 

barriers to large scale investment in electric mobility, 

examining fiscal policies to support investments in transport 

and promote the uptake of more sustainable transport 

technologies. Drawing on the findings and consultations conducted, the project supported the 

development of a low-emission mobility (E-Bike) financing and incentive programme in major cities of 

Cambodia.  

 

 
18 Technology framework reference: 17d; 17e 
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In Indonesia, the CTCN technical assistance supported the 

longest bus rapid transit system in South-East Asia, 

Transjakarta, in working closely with relevant e-mobility 

stakeholders to prepare a list of recommendations to 

accelerate the large scale e-bus deployment for 

Transjakarta’s BRT and Non-BRT services. The technical 

assistance provided policy recommendations, pilot project 

evaluation matrix, charging strategy and operational plan, 

road map of implementation, investment and business model, GHG reduction estimate, and an 

assessment of renewable energy adoption and the grid. All of the outputs were discussed and 

approved by Transjakarta, who will use the recommendations as guidance for implementing large 

scale e-bus deployment on the road. The outputs of this project can also be adopted in other cities 

seeking to deploy electric buses. 

In Togo, the CTCN supported the Government on its renewable 

energy transition pathway through a market review of 

initiatives to deploy solar energy technology in rural areas.  The 

technical assistance focused on the techno-economic feasibility 

of installing Pay-As-You-Go models for solar mini-grids in rural 

communities of Togo.  

 

Recommendations for laws, policies and regulations 

In Pakistan, the CTCN supported the Government in implementing its National Energy Efficiency and 

Conservation Act (2016) by developing, institutionalizing and executing a National Certification 

Scheme for energy auditors and managers focused on energy intensive industries and building. 

Building on India´s successful implementation of the Perform Achieve and Trade Mechanism (PAT), 

this TA resulted in six draft guidelines and regulations required for making the National Certification 

Scheme effective, including draft regulations on the accreditation and review of Energy Audit firms 

and a Training of the Trainer Programme. These regulatory instruments have now been adopted by 

the Government and are leading to market transformation in the energy efficiency and conservation 

sector, and to job creation (generating a pool of energy auditors and managers). No less important is 

the expected contribution in terms of overall reduction in CO2 emissions from highly energy intensive 

sectors through energy conservation measures (potential energy savings estimated at $5 billion USD 

per year, reducing 42kTonnes of CO2 emissions per annum). 

Figure 5 Outputs of the CTCN Technical Assistance in Pakistan 
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iii. Technology Implementation 
Technology identification and prioritisation and feasibility of technology options19 

In Namibia, the CTCN and partners identified 

feasible locally applicable water recycling and 

storage technologies to build resilience to drought 

and help bolster agricultural production under 

worsening weather conditions. Recycling and 

storage can provide short-term security against 

periods of low rainfall and the failure or 

degradation of other water resources. In Namibia, 

however, water availability has been determined 

by rainfall harvested in dams as locally applicable 

technologies have been scarce. The city of Windhoek’s Goreangab wastewater treatment plant, 

constructed in 1968, had been considered a pioneering facility in water reclamation. The plant treats 

wastewater and recycles it as well. However, it could no longer meet the rising demand, and the 

government ultimately requested assistance in identifying technologies for mass water harvesting. 

The CTCN, the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, UNEP DTU Partnership and Carbon Trust 

conducted a detailed feasibility assessment of water recycling technologies and developed a 

technology roadmap and action plan for promoting water recycling in the city of Windhoek. To support 

implementation of the plan, the CTCN also created financing and business models, as well as a 

proposal for a financial mechanism to boost technological deployment in households. 

 

In Togo, a thorough feasibility analysis was conducted 

to assess the viability of installing a 12kW grid-

connected solar photovoltaic project in the village of 

Malfakassa and 120kW grid-connected solar 

photovoltaic project in the village of Hahomegbe both 

in Togo by analyzing the technical, financial, risk, 

sensitivity and environmental impact of the project on 

the host community. The size of the installed solar 

photovoltaic was determined based on the number of 

households in the Malfakassa and Hahomegbe villages 

of Togo. This was done to have a solar energy road map that will attract solar energy investors from 

the international organizations and donor countries to invest in the underutilized and abundant clean 

energy in Togo. The use of solar PV - connected to the grid and not connected to the grid) are defined 

in Togo´s TNA as the 2nd and 3rd priority for the energy sector respectively.  

 

iv. Facilitating the undertaking and updating of technology needs assessments, as 

well as enhancing the implementation of their results20 
In 56 per cent of countries, a national technology needs assessment (TNA) was conducted prior to 

submission of a CTCN technical assistance request (compared to 51.4% in 2019). In 41 % of countries 

the TNA was not conducted prior to submission (compared to 45.1% in 2019). Three per cent of 

 
19 Technology framework reference: 10d 
20 Technology framework reference: 10a, 10b 

https://www.csir.co.za/
https://unepdtu.org/
https://www.carbontrust.com/
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applications have been multi-country requests and therefore the TNA status of the request was not 

possible. 

To date, the CTCN has supported 16 countries21 in undertaking and updating their TNAs to strengthen 

their abilities to analyse and prioritize climate technologies, as well as enhancing the implementation 

of their results. The TNA process involves the identification and prioritization of relevant technologies 

that can support the achievement of countries’ NDC and climate objectives. The results of the TNA 

will be the basis for the development of the technology action plan (TAP). The TNA and action plan 

provide guidance for the implementation of countries’ climate action plans, and for enhancing access 

to climate financing.  

According to the recent TNA implemented in Africa, it is possible to observe that TNAs, in this specific 

region, are likely to prioritize water, agriculture, energy and industry sectors. It has been the case of 

Cameroon, DRC, Gabon, Nigeria, and Iraq. In LAC, upcoming TNA/TAP technical assistance focus on 

the main economic/ GHG emitting sectors such as energy, forestry and agriculture, water and waste 

and also methane avoidance technologies.  

Furthermore, as many countries were in the process of updating their NDCs in 2020-2021, the CTCN 

saw a reduced number of technical assistance requests related to TNAs. Indeed, countries are likely 

to first update their NDCs and define their priorities and then identify what technologies are best 

suited to implement those priorities. As several countries have not yet updated their NDCs, it is 

possible that fewer TNAs requests will come in for 2022 but that these numbers will pick up as NDCs 

are updated.  

CTCN experience to date has shown that the following factors have influenced the success of the TNA 

process:  

• the extent of involvement of country stakeholders in the TNA process plays a key role in 

determining the depth of the analysis that is conducted and its applicability. In some cases, 

country stakeholders have asked to further refine the TNA technical assistance with sector 

experts who know the local context in order to further refine the technology prioritisation   

• when local implementing partners have a strong technical expertise, as opposed to more 

general expertise in capacity building / workshops etc, the outcomes tend to have more 

relevance and applicability in the local context.  

75 per cent of TNA related technical assistance has been funded through the GCF Readiness and 

Preparatory Support Programme.  

Besides providing support to undertake TNA/TAPs, CTCN technical assistance has also been a pathway 

for countries to implement technologies that have been prioritised in their TNAs and TAPs. Examples 

of these types of technical assistance cases completed in 2021:  

• Djibouti: Geothermal has been a priority in the TNA (2020) 

• Rwanda: Geothermal has been a priority in the TNA (2012) 

• Uganda: Geothermal has been a priority in the TNA (2019) 

• Ivory Coast: Production of briquettes from agriculture and forestry waste in the TNA (2013) 

• Mali: Biomass in has been a priority in theTNA (2012) 

• Senegal: Biomass has been a priority in the TNA (2012) 

 
21 CTCN TAs supporting TNA development: funded by the CTCN – Afghanistan, Pakistan, Cook Island, Chile – 
funded through the GCF readiness programme – Paraguay, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Nigeria, Cameroon, Iraq, 
Syria, Kyrgystan, Georgia, Botswana, DRC, Ivory Coast. 
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• Togo: Solar PV mentioned in TNA (2016) (not connected to the grid) as the 3rd priority.  

• Namibia: Water recycling is a priority according to the TAP (2005).  
 

v. Supporting the process of updating NDCs22  
Besides its mandate to support countries in the implementation and achievement to NDCs the CTCN 

also supports the process of updating NDCs through conducting assessments and data collection in 

order to support a transparent and efficient process of updating NDCs.  The CTCN is working together 

with the NDC Partnership through the Climate Action Enhancement Package (CAEP) assisting 

developing countries in two overarching objectives: I) Enhance NDCs, including raising ambition, as 

part of the Paris Agreement´s NDC update process, and II) Fast-track implementation of NDCs, 

including by providing in-country technical expertise and capacity building. 

In Belize, for example, the CTCN and its Network member Fundación Bariloche supported the 

Government in conducting a national assessment of its NDC, a technology-focused policy review, 

strategies and plans on adaptation and mitigation to climate change, as the country prepares to 

submit an updated and enhanced NDC. Although its first NDC was developed in accordance with 

relevant policies and strategies, the Government felt that it lacked clarity on planned sectoral 

activities, their objectives and emissions reductions targets. These shortcomings limited the ability of 

sector representatives to implement parts of the NDC. Based on the TNA completed in Belize for 

relevant sectors (agriculture, forestry, energy, waste, water, coastal zone), the CTCN technical 

assistance identified priority adaptation and mitigation climate technologies to raise the ambition of 

climate goals. The sectors included as key mitigation sectors were Energy (including Electricity, Energy 

Efficiency, and Transport), and key adaptation sectors (Land Use, Forestry and Biodiversity, 

Agriculture). The situational assessment work fed into the development of the enhanced NDC 

document and will serve as a starting point of NDC implementation activities under the Climate Action 

Enhancement Package (CAEP) by the NDC Partnership. Belize published its updated Nationally 

Determined Contribution in August 2021. The final document is part of a broader set of final 

deliverables, which were co-developed by the strategic partner under CAEP, and Fundación Bariloche 

provided inputs for the Policy Landscape Report and Priority Action Report.  

Similarly, in Guatemala, the results of two technical assistance cases will be used as a reference in the 

process of updating the country’s NDC. One TA is characterizing common and industrial waste, while 

the other is generating information and capacity to support the implementation of adaptation 

measures in the agriculture, livestock, and food security sectors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
22 Technology framework reference:10b  

https://fundacionbariloche.org.ar/
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Stimulating the uptake of technologies in support of NDC implementation 

In October 2021, the TEC and CTCN launched a joint publication 

on technology and nationally determined contributions (NDCs) 

entitled : Stimulating the Uptake of Technologies in Support of 

NDC Implementation.  

The publication: 

• Analyzes technology issues (needs, challenges, linkages 

between policy and implementation, linkages to NAPs) 

related to NDCs based on revised NDCs (2020) and 

findings from TEC and CTCN work related to NDCs; 

• Identifies success stories and lessons learned on the 

uptake of technologies based on pre-2020 technical 

examination process outcomes, previous work of the TEC 

and information from technology stakeholders, NDEs 

and Network members.  

• Presents a number of observations and concludes with 

joint key messages and recommendations to COP/CMA 

on technology and NDCs.  

With regards to the synthesis of technology issues in NDCs, the publication notes that most of the 43 

Parties that provided information on technology in their NDCs23 mention actions that inherently 

address both adaptation and mitigation (32 Parties) or focus on mitigation (31 Parties). Most NDCs 

(90%) include information on technology even though there is no provision in the Paris Agreement or 

related UNFCCC decisions that requests Parties to provide such information.  The type of information 

on technology provided in the NDCs is presented in the table below:  

Figure 6 Type of Information on Technology in Nationally Determined Contributions 

 

Recommendations to further stimulate the uptake of technologies in support of NDC implementation 

include:   

1) Fostering inclusive, participatory and equitable processes & approaches 

 
23 Up to 31 Dec 2021 

https://unfccc.int/ttclear/misc_/StaticFiles/gnwoerk_static/techandndc/c93353c94cfc4a1daa013f27ea92df2f/bdc9d4fab72f44c283a0f35fb72ecc8e.pdf
https://unfccc.int/ttclear/misc_/StaticFiles/gnwoerk_static/techandndc/c93353c94cfc4a1daa013f27ea92df2f/bdc9d4fab72f44c283a0f35fb72ecc8e.pdf
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2) Enhancing enabling environments and capacities 

3) Demonstrating success for replication & upscaling 

4) Documenting & disseminating information 

5) Including more information on technology in NDCs 

6) Making more use of the Technology Mechanism 
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Table 6 Reporting on 2021 AOP indicators – Implementation 
Indicators Target 2021 result 

Outcome 2 - Implementation: 
Countries have a clear pathway with identified support options to enhance technology development and transfer 

2.A. NDE feedback on uptake of CTCN TA and 
non-TA recommendations and outcomes to 
enhance technology development and transfer 

N/A as qualitative survey   N/A – collected on a biannual 
basis. 2022 collection process 
currently underway. 

2.B. Number of countries which received support 
from CTCN to develop TNAs and TAPs 

 0  TAs completed in 2021 related 
to TNAs and TAPs 

2.C. Anticipated amount of funding/investment 
leveraged (in USD) as a result of technical 
assistance (disaggregated by public, private, 
national and international sources, as well as 
between anticipated/confirmed funding) 

10:1 (external finance: CTCN 
investment) 

From CTCN closure forms:  
584,800,522 USD anticipated 
funding leveraged as reported by 
implementors in closure reports 
 
From information collected on 
concept notes developed as a 
result of CTCN technical 
assistance for submission for 
scaled-up funding: 178,421,702 
USD 
 

Output 2.1: Enhanced planning tools and processes for technology development and transfer 

2.1.a. Number of CTCN technical assistance 
supported (disaggregated by TA and FTA) 

30 requests supported per 
year 

23 Technical Assistances 
completed in 2021 
(21 TAs; 2 FTAs)24 
 
37 TAs started implementation in 
2021 (including 1 multi-country 
TA and 1 FTA) 
 
24 TAs that were started in 
previous years were under 
implementation in 2021 
(including 1 multi-country TA) 
 
In total 84 TAs supported in 2021 

2.1.b. Lessons learned from TA implementation 
available on CTCN knowledge platform 

 80% of technical assistance 
cases completed in 
reporting year 

19 (90.5%) 

2.1.c. Number of technology feasibility studies 
conducted, and sectoral roadmaps developed 

(The CTCN is demand driven 
– the nature of TA requests 
is determined by Parties 
submitting requests) 

Total 18 
 
10 technology feasibility studies  
 
7 sectoral roadmaps  

Output 2.2: Enhanced technical capacity for technology development and transfer 

2.2.a. Percentage of participants reporting 
satisfaction with CTCN training (disaggregated by 
gender) 

>90% satisfaction (4+ on 5-
point scale) reported by 
workshop/training 
participants 

Data provided by implementors 
in closure reports in 2021 is 
insufficient to inform this 
indicator  

2.2.b. Percentage of participants reporting 
increased knowledge, capacity and/or 
understanding as a result of CTCN training 
(disaggregated by gender) 

>90% reporting increased 
knowledge, capacity and/or 
understanding (4+ on 5-pt 
scale) reported by 

Data provided by implementors 
in closure reports in 2021 is 
insufficient to inform this 
indicator  

 
24 Multi-country technical assistance cases counted as one TA 
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workshop/training 
participants 
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IV. Enabling environment and capacity building 
 

i. Enhancing public awareness on climate technology development and transfer25 
The CTCN web portal contains close to 17,000 information 

resources. Visitors can access climate technology 

descriptions, case studies, national planning documents, 

publications, tools and webinars. The number of portal 

visitors increased by 42 per cent in 2021 compared to 2020, 

from 306,199 to 434,053. The most visited web pages 

included the Adaptation Fund Climate Innovation 

Accelerator, technology descriptions for topics such as 

carbon capture, solar water purification, soil moisture 

conservation techniques, and technical assistance data. 

Of the top 30 countries whose users have spent the most time on the portal, 57 per cent are LDCs and 

about 20 per cent are SIDS. Almost half of the users that spent the most time on the site are from 

Africa, followed by Latin America and the Caribbean and Asia-Pacific. 

Between January and December 2021, the CTCN earned more than 358 million media and social media 

impressions (89,4% increase compared to 2020) and appeared 1070 times in the national and global 

press (29,7% increase compared to 2020). The CTCN’s twitter and facebook accounts saw a 13% and 

7% increase in total followers in 2021.  

43 newsletters were shared throughout the year with over 19,700 subscribers. The CTCN newsletter 

showcases compelling and relevant stories, activities and opportunities both for internal and external 

audiences (2,4 % increase of the number of the general newsletter subscribers; 6,6% increased of the 

webinar newsletter subscribers). 

The CTCN produced original communication and knowledge products in 2021, including:  

• Ensuring a Climate Resilient Recovery after COVID-19. 

• CTCN Progress Report 2021 

Together with its partners, the CTCN co-developed the following knowledge products in 2021:  

• Stimulating the Uptake of Technologies in Support of Nationally Determined Contribution 

Implementation – CTCN/TEC 

• Regional knowledge brief addressing nature-based solutions in water resources management 

in the Asia-Pacific region (to be published in 2022) - CTCN/ UNEP-DHI 

• Scaling up investment in climate technologies – UNEP DTU/CTCN  

• Africa Innovates: 50 Homegrown African Innovations for Climate (to be published in 2022) – 

UNDP/CTCN 

• Gender Just Climate Solutions publication – Women and Gender Constituency with 

contribution by the CTCN 

• Making micro small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMES) competitive through IP and 

Innovation – WIPO/ WTO/ CTCN 

• 2015-2021: An Overview of Korea’s Engagement with the United Nations Climate Technology 

Centre & Network (CTCN) (published in February 2022) – GTC/CTCN 

 
25 Technology framework reference : 17a 

https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/CTCN-COVID-final.pdf
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/resources/CTCN_Progress_Report_2021.pdf
https://unfccc.int/ttclear/misc_/StaticFiles/gnwoerk_static/techandndc/c93353c94cfc4a1daa013f27ea92df2f/bdc9d4fab72f44c283a0f35fb72ecc8e.pdf
https://unfccc.int/ttclear/misc_/StaticFiles/gnwoerk_static/techandndc/c93353c94cfc4a1daa013f27ea92df2f/bdc9d4fab72f44c283a0f35fb72ecc8e.pdf
https://backend.orbit.dtu.dk/ws/files/258977822/Perspectives_Scaling_up_investments.pdf
https://womengenderclimate.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/WGC-Broschu%CC%88re_EN_121121_web.pdf
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• Net Zero Carbon Cities: An Integrated Approach – WEF with contribution by the CTCN 

Technical assistance completed in 2021 resulted in 253 key deliverables such as technical briefs, 

roadmaps, recommendations and other climate technology documents, all of which are available 

online.  

The CTCN was invited to share its experience in the development and transfer of climate technologies 

at several global events throughout the year, including the General Assembly High-level Thematic 

Debate on Digital Cooperation and Connectivity, the 2021 Internet Governance Forum where the 

CTCN shared its experiences on internet governance for Environmental Sustainability and Climate 

Change; the Asia-Pacific Climate Change Adaptation Forum; the Vienna Energy Forum and Green Days 

Africa 2021. 

A comprehensive list of trainings, webinars and events organised by the CTCN in 2021, as well as 

events organised by partners with CTCN participation is presented in Annex II.  

ii. Promoting endogenous and gender-responsive technologies for mitigation and 

adaptation actions26 
 The Gender Just Climate Solutions Awards and Mentoring Programme  

Since 2018, the CTCN has collaborated with the WGC to 

provide capacity-building and mentoring support to the 

winners of the Gender Just Climate Solutions awards hosted 

by the WGC. In April 2021, a series of online Training-of-

Trainers sessions on “Gender-Responsive Climate Finance” 

were organized and conducted. Sessions were conducted in 

English, French and Spanish.  

In mid 2021, a call for submissions for the 2021 Gender-Just 

Climate Change Solutions Awards was launched with an extensive social media awareness campaign. 

157 applications from around the world were received. An evaluation committee was established, 

including member organizations of the UNFCCC Women and Gender Constituency and the CTCN, to 

review, evaluate and select winners in three award categories: Technical Solutions Award; Non-

Technical Solutions; and Transformational Solutions. Criteria included climate impact, gender impact 

and scalability/replicability. 

The 2021 winners received a small grant, travel to attend the awards ceremony at COP 26, and access 

to a mentoring programme.  

Table 7 2021 Winners of the Gender Just Climate Solutions Award 

Technical Solutions Award: Solar Age 

Since 2018, the Solar Age project supports Syrian women refugees in Turkey. The Solar Engineering 
Course, a 10-day theoretical and practical training in solar energy, has benefitted 200 women 
refugees. Among them, 20 have also been trained to build EFE (Energy For Everyone) solar batteries, 
which are sold on the local market to generate revenue. The EFE batteries are specifically designed 
for the needs of refugees,integrating a flashlight for SOS signals and providing an autonomous 
source of energy for mobile phones to facilitate life-saving communication. The program 
additionally offers educational and language courses to children refugees. 

Non-Technical Solution Award: Todo Juntos 

 
26 Technology framework reference: 17b 

https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Net_Zero_Carbon_Cities_An_Integrated_Approach_2021.pdf
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Since 2016, Todd Juntos has worked with indigenous women in Guatemala to improve their 
nutrition and environment. Supported by university researchers, the association trained 100 
women in 4 communities to set up mealwork farms that ensure an affordable and sustainable 
source of protein. Rural women are empowered to teach other community members through a 
Train the trainer programme. They also initiated a catalogue of local food sources to preserve 
indigenous knowledge and improve food sovereignty, including dietary recommendations. The 
catalogue “Bines Forestales” is disseminated in the local Mayan language and will be used to 
transfer ancestral knowledge to children and to provide information on local plants. 

Transformation Solution Award: Defensoras Ambientales 

This organization empowers women environmental rights defenders from indigenous peoples and 
local groups in Argentina, Bolivia and Paraguay, with a gender justice perspective. A network of over 
1,200 women has been built, and an innovative mobile phone application was launched to inform, 
connect, protect and communicate efficiently. This work supports the protection of territories 
deteriorated by natural resource extraction, agrochemical contamination and the restriction of 
local actors’ civic space. A school has also been established to strengthen local knowledge, technical 
and advocacy skills for climate adaptation and mitigation, with the aim of improving the group’s 
resilience and amplify their collaboration.  

 

Following the awards event, the CTCN and its Network partner, Women Engage for a Common Future  

(A Women and Gender Constituency Representative) conducted a two day in-person workshop for 

the winners and the network of past winners. The aim of the workshop was to build capacity in 

advocacy, accessing finance, and utilization of technology to replicate and/or scale up their solutions 

and initiatives. Participants were trained on submitting a CTCN Technical Assistance Request and 

exchanged experiences on climate technology transfer. Solar Cookers International shared best 

practices on technology development and implementation. The participating organisations worked 

together to review their goals, challenges and co-create solutions and plans for moving forward, 

creating an environment for South-South knowledge sharing. 

A Gender-Just Climate Solutions publication was developed and disseminated 

in English, French and Spanish. The publication provides information on the 

winning solutions as well as a number of other finalist solutions (a total of 22). 

The report was launched during the Gender-Just Climate Solutions awards 

ceremony27 in Glasgow, Scotland at COP26 (which was also livestreamed). 800 

people viewed the event. 

In addition, three short videos were created, highlighting the gender-just 

climate solutions of the following organizations:  

- CAMGEW (Cameroon) 

- UNIVERS-SEL (Guinea Bissau) 

- UCFA/FMVIRSA (Morocco) 

- FUNDAECO (Guatemala)  

- Naireeta Services (India)  

Mainstreaming gender in CTCN technical assistance  

In line with the CTCN Gender Policy and Action Plan (2019-2022), the CTCN activities seeks to ensure 

that its assistance supports initiatives addressing the unequal effects of climate change and to provide 

gender-responsive technology solutions for a resilient and low-carbon development. The CTCN’s 

 
27 https://www.ctc-n.org/calendar/events/ctcn-cop26-gender-just-climate-solutions-awards-2021 

https://womengenderclimate.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/WGC-Broschu%CC%88re_EN_121121_web.pdf
https://www.ctc-n.org/news-multimedia/video/sevidzem-ernestine-leikeki-camgew-cameroon-gender-just-climate-solutions
https://www.ctc-n.org/news-multimedia/video/pauline-lan-winner-2019-gender-just-climate-solutions-award
https://www.ctc-n.org/news-multimedia/video/jamila-idbourrous-winner-2016-gender-just-climate-solutions-awards-fr
https://www.ctc-n.org/news-multimedia/video/karen-dubois-2019-winner-gender-just-climate-solution-awards
https://www.ctc-n.org/news-multimedia/video/trupti-jain-winner-gender-just-climate-solutions-award-2018
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/resources/ctcn_gender_policy_and_gender_action_plan.docx_.pdf
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criteria for prioritization of technical assistance includes the promotion and demonstration of gender 

equality, and empowerment of vulnerable groups, including women and youth. Implementers of CTCN 

technical assistance and capacity building are required to address gender dimensions, including 

consideration of women’s specific needs and their active participation in the design of proposed 

activities. Furthermore, no less than 1 per cent of the budget and resources allocated for each 

technical assistance must explicitly target gender mainstreaming. 

Evidence from the closure reports shows that efforts have been made to mainstream gender 

considerations into the design and implementation of technical assistance completed in 2021. Indeed, 

CTCN gender mainstreaming guidelines are being consulted by implementors while some also 

requested the guidance of a gender expert to perform a dedicated gender analysis as part of the 

technical assistance.  

Some examples of how implementors have mainstreamed gender considerations as part of technical 

assistance deliverables and final outputs are shared below:  

- In Indonesia, a dedicated workshop on Gender Equality and Social Inclusion (GESI), led by the 

Ministry of Women Empowerment and Child Protection, was conducted to ensure GESI 

considerations, including issues of accessibility and safety, were incorporated into the 

planning, operation and management of an electric bus programme. Furthermore, a 

dedicated gender specialist with broad experience in bringing more inclusiveness in the 

transport network was brought on board.  

- In Cameroon, one of the deliverables was a study undertaken to better understand how men 

and women in Cameroon’s far north and Adamaoua regions differ in their vulnerabilities to 

climate and seasonal changes and in their capacity to adapt. The objective of the study was to 

identify specific gender-related vulnerabilities and needs with the aim to provide a conceptual 

framework for the management of gender and youth issues in the planning and management 

of climate change adaptation projects resulting from the technical assistance.  

- In Senegal, a fast technical assistance targeted the feasibility study for using solar-powered 

milling technologies instead of fossil-fuel powered equipment in women-led agri-food 

businesses. For that purpose, a status quo and needs assessment was conducted by 

interviewing women-led SMEs, followed by the identification of suitable technologies and 

related feasibility studies and a business plan for adopting these.  

 

iii. Facilitating information-sharing and networking28  
The CTCN’s technology clinics for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises  

The CTCN has been running a special incubation programme 

for local private sector actors since 2019, called SME 

technology clinics. The programme aims to strengthen 

developing countries’ industrial SMEs in order to help them 

move from conventional technologies to climate-friendly 

technologies. It does this by: 1) introducing climate 

technologies and international suppliers to the local SMEs 

through matchmaking forums; 2) creating linkages to finance; 

and 3) building the capacity and awareness of the local industrial SMEs. The intended impact of the 

 
28 Technology framework reference: 17f 
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transformation of the industrial SME markets is to mitigate climate change while also increasing their 

efficiency and business competitiveness. 

 

Three countries (Kenya, Tanzania and Thailand) were selected to host technology clinics in 2020-2021 

based on the potential of their industrial SME markets to develop sustainably and adopt specific 

climate technologies. 

The Kenya Climate Innovation Centre (KCIC) was selected as the Implementing Agency for the SME 
clinics in Kenya and Tanzania and the Asian Institute of Technology – AIT in Thailand, due to their 
experience in the region working with SMEs developing innovations to address climate change 
challenges. The clinics included three-day virtual boot camps and matchmaking events that were 
organised in each country to equip SMEs with knowledge of the regulatory environment and benefits 
of adopting climate-smart technologies, emphasising market access and available technical and 
financial solutions to address gaps within their enterprises.  
 
In Kenya and Tanzania, the clinics attracted 134 SME participants, 10 technology providers29 and five 
financial providers30. By the end of the event, KCIC had facilitated the matchmaking of 15 SMEs in 
Kenya and 12 SMEs in Tanzania with financiers and climate technology solution providers. The full 
boot camp and matchmaking event reports can be found here and here. 
 
Based on information gathered through the technology clinics, two GCF draft Concept Notes were 
developed, targeting climate-smart technologies that can be used by local manufacturing SMEs to 
improve their production process.  
 
In Thailand, the focus of the technology clinic is on the rice supply value chain in the agro-food SMEs. 
A scoping assessment and training program curriculum has been developed and the three-day training 
will be conducted in 2022.  
 

iv. Catalysing development and enhancement of endogenous capacities for 

climate-related technologies and harnessing indigenous knowledge31 
In Belize, reflections on the role of traditional forest management and indigenous knowledge, 

especially within the Mayan Communities, were incorporated into the development of the 

agroforestry policy. Consultations revealed that if the traditional knowledge of the Mayan people is 

recognized and included in the policy, they will be able to conceptualize and support the new 

agroforestry systems, which would also be more readily adopted by farmers. Traditional knowledge 

inclusion therefore would be key in enabling the successful implementation of agroforestry systems 

within the Mayan communities. 

Another example is the CTCN’s technical assistance to identify the most suitable direct use 

applications and technologies in low to medium temperature geothermal systems in six African 

countries. In addition to supporting rural livelihoods and economic development, the TA supported 

each country’s efforts to develop indigenous geothermal resources and thus advance their climate 

 
29 In Kenya: Lean Energy Solutions; Schneider Electric East Africa; Redavia Solar Power; CF Nielsen; Davis and 
Shirtliff. In Tanzania: Davis and Shirtliff; Schneider Electric East Africa; Mazingira Technologies; Photons Energy 
and Nextec International Engineers Group 
30 In Kenya: Cooperative Bank; Kenya Climate Ventures (KCV); Industrial and Commercial Development 
Corporation (ICDC); Business Partners International. In Tanzania: Small Industries Development Organization 
(SIDO) 
31 Technology Framework reference: 17h 

https://www.kenyacic.org/
https://www.ait.ac.th/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NroLBC9Dzi5FAn7gnukubWnDrGZPNncE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fpZ_FM2QreMDNCStvXNIVleZVPtWAWPu/view?usp=sharing
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commitments given the positive impact of geothermal development on energy sector 

decarbonization. 

v. Enhancing the capacity of national designated entities (NDEs)32 
The CTCN’s Regional Forums for National Designated Entities  

To support the work of the NDEs, the CTCN organizes 

regional forums that bring together diverse stakeholders 

from across the region as part of the UNFCCC Regional 

Climate Weeks. The overall objective of the forums is to 

engage the NDEs through discussions and experience 

sharing on priority climate technology needs in countries 

where the CTCN can support the acceleration of climate 

action through climate technology development and 

transfer. 

In 2021, the LAC NDE forum was held in May, followed by the Asia Pacific forum in July and the Africa 

forum in September. The open forums were followed by closed NDE sessions, which allowed for more 

in-depth discussions among NDEs, including experience-sharing on priority climate technology needs 

and areas where CTCN technical assistance can accelerate countries’ climate action. Due to 

restrictions imposed by COVID-19, the forums were held as virtual events which attracted 540 

participants.  

Key points raised by NDEs in the LAC forum include:  

• Importance of NDEs and NDAs involvement to tackle climate action  

• Innovation as a broader concept including not only technology innovation but also business 

models and methodologies 

• The need to enhance engagement with Youth – as they have great potential to lead changes 

• Green Hydrogen as an opportunity for the region to become a global supplier and decarbonize 

the economy in Latin-American 

• Circular economy and its potential for regional replicability and scale up 

 

To raise awareness about CTCN services across the Latin American and Caribbean regions and address 

the technical assistance request process, dedicated webinars were held in February 2021 in 

collaboration with UNFCCC-Regional Collaboration Centres in St. George and Panama. 

 

In Asia-Pacific, the following points emerged from discussions with NDEs:  

• Countries shared their acknowledgement of the CTCN as an effective matchmaking 

mechanism on the climate technology needs, bringing the right implementation partner to 

the requesting countries 

• Priority climate technology needs that can be met via CTCN TA include:  

o energy efficiency in land-based transport,  

o efficient water operations related to food security, 

o strengthened coastal climate resilience 

o capacity building issues, and the provision of tools 

• Countries expressed their willingness to explore multicounty/programmatic approaches and 

potential ideas under GCF.  

 
32 Technology Framework reference: 17j 
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In Africa, 4 main topics were discussed with the NDEs: 

• Priorities technologies for the African countries for the achievement of their NDCs 

• The role of the GCF and GEF and how could the CTCN support the countries 

• Emergent technologies that are needed by the African countries 

• Sectors for which capacity building should be ensured. 
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Table 8 Reporting on 2021 AOP Indicators - Enabling environment and capacity-

building 
Indicators Target 2021 result 

Outcome 4 - Enabling environment and capacity-building:  
Stakeholders have the necessary capacity and enhanced institutional and legal frameworks to develop, transfer 

and deploy climate technologies 

4.A. Number of stakeholders with enhanced 
technical capacities to develop, transfer and 
deploy climate technologies 

450-500 per year 573 people trained through 
CTCN technical assistance 
(215 women, 358 men) 

4.B. Anticipated number of policies, strategies, 
plans, laws, agreements or regulations proposed, 
adopted, or implemented as a result of the TA 
(disaggregated by mitigation, adaptation, type) 

(The CTCN is demand 
driven – the nature of TA 
requests is determined by 

Parties submitting 
requests) 

 

33 in total 33 
 
13 mitigation  
1 adaptation  
19 mitigation and adaptation 
 

Output 4.1: Facilitation of widespread public awareness on climate technology 

4.1.a. Number of technology descriptions, 
publications, national plans, and other 
information resources made available on the CTCN 
knowledge platform (disaggregated by type) 

200 per year 883 for 2021 

4.1.b. Number of participants in CTCN webinars 600 per year Due to the Pandemic, most of 
the CTCN’s events were held 
online. The CTCN has 
therefore counted the 
number of participants in 
CTCN webinars and events 
together – see 4.1.d 

4.1.c. Total number of CTCN events 15 53 
 
26 trainings (non-technical 
assistance related) and 27 
webinars and events 

4.1.d. Number of participants attending CTCN 
events (disaggregated by gender) 

2000 3,164 
 
CTCN Trainings and 
Workshops (non-technical 
assistance-related) 889 
 
CTCN events and webinars: 
2,275 

4.1.e. Number of site visits to CTCN knowledge 
portal 

10% increase per year 563,655 site visits in 2021 - 
40.00% compared to 2020 

4.1.f. Number of people reached through CTCN 
social media channels 

10% increase per year  
13,2% increase in total 
followers in 2021 on Twitter 
 

 
33 Examples include: Climate Action Plans in Cameroon; MRV framework for BEC compliant Buildings in 

Thailand; regulation on accreditation and review of Energy Audit firms in Pakistan; a policy action plan for the 

development of low emission mobility policies in Cambodia, National circular economy roadmaps in Latin 

America, strategy of circular economy in waste for the municipality of Guatemala, several updated NDCs and a 

National Agroforestry policy in Belize. 
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6,4% increase in total 
followers in 2021 on 
Facebook 
 
 

4.1.g. Number of mentions of CTCN in media 30 per year 1070 mentions in global 
media (29,7% increase 
compared to 2020) 
 

Output 4.2: Enabling environments created for the development and transfer of socially and 

environmentally sound technologies 
4.2.a. Number of policies, strategies, plans, laws, 
agreements or regulations supported by the 
technical assistance (disaggregated by type, 
adaptation, and mitigation) 

(The CTCN is demand 
driven – the nature of TA 
requests is determined by 

Parties submitting 
requests) 

 

33 in total 

 
13 mitigation  
1 adaptation  
19 mitigation and adaptation 
 

4.2.b. Number of CTCN training sessions and 
capacity strengthening activities 

6 per year  27  

4.2.c. Number of people trained (disaggregated by 
gender) 

500 per year 573  
358 men 
215 women  

4.2.d. Number of institutions trained 
(disaggregated by type) 

(The CTCN is demand 
driven – the nature of TA 
requests is determined by 

Parties submitting 
requests) 

 

241 including 75 Government, 
127 private sector and 39 
NGOs 

4.2.e. Percentage of technical assistance supported 
with a gender analysis 

80% 72% 
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V. Collaboration and stakeholder engagement 
 

i. Enhancing engagement and collaboration in the planning and implementation 

of Technology Mechanism activities34 
The CTCN’s growing Network   

In 2021, 84 members newly joined the Network, bringing the total number to 707 and adding Bolivia 
and Taiwan on the list of countries with the Network presence. 74% of all new members in 2021 were 
from the private sectors ranging from technology solution providers, consultancy firms as well as 
policy advisory firms. Most new members were from Europe (30)-France and Spain mostly- and Asia-
Pacific(29) with the largest increase shown in Caribbean(19) compared to last year, as a part of the 
SIDS group. 
 
Compared to 2020, the Network has strengthened its sectoral expertise in areas like Waste 
Management, Water, Early Warning and Environmental Assessment, Coastal Zones and Marine and 
Fisheries in areas which identified as lacking. The technology areas with the highest numbers of 
requests submitted from developing countries are well aligned with the above mentioned areas 
indicating that the Network possesses the needed expertise in responding TA requests. 
 
Despite this, the Network still needs to engage more financial institutions to mobilize catalytic funds 
like venture funds, policy banks and angel investors to support early-stage innovations as well as 
research and academic institutions located in developing countries to allow opportunities for 
collaborative RD&D. In 2021, as 21% of the TA requests received were related to economic and 
financial decision-making, institutions with tools and knowledge for economic and financial analysis 
should be encouraged to join the Network in future. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Webinars Hosted 
 
In 2021, the CTCN continued to develop a series of climate technology webinars, three of which were 
organised with Network members and other partners:  
 

 
34 Technology framework reference: 21a 

Figure 8 Distribution of Network Members by Sectoral Expertise 

Figure 7 Distribution of Network Members by Institution Type 
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• Financing mechanisms and business models for energy efficient technologies  (February 

2021) -  Basel Agency for Sustainable Energy (BASE) and PwC Price Water House Coopers 

• Como acceder a la Asistencia Tecnica para la Acion Climatica en paises de America Latin 

desde CTCN (February 2021) - UNFCCC Panama  

• Workshop on Technical assistance for climate action in Caribbean countries (February 2021) 

- UNFCCC-RCC St. George  

• Funding Gender-Just Climate Solutions: Exploring the funding landscape (April 2021) – 

Women and Gender Constituency 

• AFCIA regional webinars: lessons learned from the first two call for proposals (April-May 

2021) - organised by the CTCN 

• Workshop to “Articulate Circular Economy National policy frameworks and NDCs” 

(September 2021) – LAC Circular Economy Coalition  

• Ensuring a Climate Resilient Recovery after COVID-19 (October 2021) - CTCN at GSTIC 

• Blockchain technologies for climate policy implementation (November – December 2021) - 

Blockchain and Climate Institute (BCI) 
 

ii. Participatory approaches to CTCN technical assistance  
 

In Belize, the development process for the national 
Agroforestry policy adopted a “whole of society” 
approach by including Government representatives and 
NGO stakeholders in the consultation process and 
included the formation of a multi-sectoral “Agroforestry 
Policy Development Team.” This team included 
different ministry representatives, livestock producers 
associations, research institutes, and universities, which 
provided valuable inputs for the effective, efficient and 
equitable development of the policy. 

 
In Cameroon, the project implementor conducted successful workshops, trainings and sensitizing 
activities to improve the knowledge and understanding of municipal officials and the population at 
large on climate change. Two pilot projects per municipality were prioritised through a participative 
process involving vulnerable groups such as women and youth with the aim to access practical 
solutions to fight climate change effects. The project also used local radio to communicate about the 
project in each municipality. These participatory activities were key to identify the most appropriate 
type of project and technology for the local context.  
 
Feedback from CTCN technical assistance closure reports highlight that it is important to promote local 
climate change councils, climate adaptation project implementation units, and similar structures that 
are strongly supported by government officials in order to accelerate the planning process and ensure 
the knowledge sharing that is necessary for successful technology transfer and implementation. 
 

iii. Enhancing collaboration with organizations, institutions and initiatives to 

leverage their specific expertise, experience, knowledge and information35 
 
 

 
35 Technology framework reference: 21d 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F3rEHWge%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1sJ_4iH-ctIDwf9up9aWQ3k4DSuATJQi_UgmtrGucQyiIs2Y5y3HtZtKw&h=AT3BzLTAdpbHMChcxI-fxxV_BYIR3nUbnzh5VhcOrA0LqvU8qsbdfir7_kXkSDNojGhm2T5DTmZBWUESxghZJWLskl8EV028bON73vNj1Z77uSnfVSzTg6KeOQlYzf437YhI&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0Vi2qSuW8fuRiuuUTAv6tEND44SCAbISpniV6hB-UXv_f7KG8twGEzS5YowxlZN-u3SDNCFw6-6cbt2q4k3300wsdJruH-j2CguAUucDUObTVl5OPNbdfVcmjgLDi-lOjArtx4Nq7jEgnRsmWwCn55Dg6gZKMsdmOOF5pc289l3LQ
https://womengenderclimate.org/webinar-series-on-funding-gender-just-climate-solutions/
https://www.ctc-n.org/news/ctcn-webinar-series-blockchain-technologies-climate-policy-implementation-recordings-available#:~:text=The%20UN%20Climate%20Technology%20Centre,November%202021%20and%20January%202022.
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Collaborating with youth 

The CTCN has continued to develop its expertise in 

promoting engagement and support at the 

intersections of youth, gender equality and climate 

technology, thereby facilitating more inclusive and 

active participation. The final phases of the CTCN’s 

Youth Climate Innovation Labs in Africa, Asia Pacific 

and LAC took place in 2021. More information on the 

labs can be found in the Innovation theme of this 

report.   

The CTCN collaborated with one of its network members, the University of Michigan School for 

Environment and Sustainability, on an in-depth analysis of the climate technology needs, trends, and 

gaps of developing country’s NDC plans submitted after January 1st, 2016. 

The students designed and built an online application to run a visualization analysis of the technologies 

mentioned in 123 NDCs to examine existing relationships, trends, and gaps. The countries included 

are all LDCs, SIDs, Africa, with the inclusion of some G77 (Group of 77) countries, excluding China.  

The web-based application shows that there are 973 mentions of different technologies in the 

analyzed NDCs. Climate technologies also include ‘soft’ technologies such as energy-efficient 

strategies, practices, and awareness campaigns. 

The intent of the application is to enable a web-based visualization and filtering of climate technology 

data to view the demand and intended use of these technologies among countries analyzed. For 

example, figure 6 below allows users to view technologies that are connected within one degree with 

solar photovoltaic for all LDC countries.  

Figure 9 Which technologies are mentioned with Solar PV for LDCs? 

 

 

 

https://dash.ctc-n.org/
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Collaboration with other stakeholders to reinforce technology partnerships 

The CTCN has sought new partnerships with Multilateral Development Banks and complementary 

organisations to leverage expertise, resources, and networks to support climate technology 

development and transfer at Countries' request.  

The CTCN is working in collaboration with the West African Development Bank (BOAD) on the 

development of a GCF concept note on enhancing climate information, knowledge services and 

climate resilient infrastructure to build resilient livelihoods amongst agricultural communities in 5-6 

countries in the Sahel region. 

The CTCN formalised its partnership with the Islamic Development Bank and developed a joint action 

plan highlighting collaboration areas with respect to pro-bono collaboration and South- South and 

Triangular Cooperation.  

Discussions were also initiated with the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) for potential scale-

up funding through the IADB NDC accelerator.  

As part of the technical assistance titled “Support for e-mobility transition in Jakarta”, the CTCN and 

project Implementer (Institute for Transportation Development Policy) conducted a series of policy 

and technology consultation workshops (webinars) in August 2020, in collaboration with the Asian 

Development Bank and other stakeholders relevant to the transportation sector in Jakarta, such as 

C40. 

The CTCN also expanded its partnership with UNDP to collaborate at country level on technical 

assistance implementation. The CTCN met with several UNDP Africa Resident Representatives to 

discuss opportunities for collaboration. One result was the agreement to jointly develop the second 

edition of the Africa Innovates Magazine, showcasing 50 stories on the use of technology for climate 

solutions with a focus on African climate champions. 

The CTCN continued its work on reinforcing its technology partnerships. These include the 

partnerships with United for Efficiency (U4E) for implementation of an appliance programme and the 

World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) on Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) in Innovation 

and Technology Transfer.  

Under the AFCIA portfolio, the CTCN exchanged with a number of organisations including the 

Sustainable Rice Platform (SRP), the Regional Seas programme, and the Local Governments for 

Sustainability (ICLEI). UNDP was also involved as a partner on joint communications. 

iv. Promoting south-south and triangular cooperation to accelerate the exchange 

of adaptation and mitigation technologies, knowledge and practices:  
Case studies from CTCN technical assistance 

In Belize, a South-South exchange mission for five staff members from the Belize NDE to Costa Rica 

was organised to learn from tested and successful approaches to developing agroforestry policies. The 

exchange facilitated close interactions with relevant regional policy makers who were involved in the 

development of Costa Rica’s agroforestry policy and are currently responsible for its implementation.  

18 technical assistance cases completed in 2021 were implemented by technology providers (CTCN 

Network members and consortium members) from developing countries, including Chile, the Republic 

of Korea, Cameroon, Argentina, Costa Rica, Thailand, India and the Philippines.  
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The TAs in Togo on and Namibia were also examples of South-South cooperation as the projects were 

developed under a pro-bono contribution received from the Government of Korea. 

Latin America and Caribbean Circular Economy Coalition  

At the Intersessional Meeting of the Regional Forum of 

Ministers of Environment in November 2019, the 

proposal for the development of a Regional Coalition 

on Circular Economy was presented. Countries 

welcomed the proposal,  the main objectives of which 

are to develop a common regional vision and work plan 

on circular economy and  to serve as a platform for 

exchanging best circular economy practices and 

promoting cooperation between governments, 

businesses and society in the region.  The Latin 

America and the Caribbean Circular Economy Coalition 

was launched during a virtual side event at the XXII Meeting of the Forum of Ministers of 

Environment36 of the region in February 2021, hosted by Barbados and the United Nations 

Environmental Programme (UNEP). 

The coalition is led by a steering committee composed of four high-level government representatives 

on a rotating basis, starting with Colombia, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic and Perú for the 2021-

2022 period, and brings together 19 countries from the LAC region and eight strategic partners: 

• the Climate Technology Centre & Network (CTCN),  

• the Ellen MacArthur Foundation,  

• the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB),  

• the Konrad Adenauer Foundation (KAS),  

• the Platform for Accelerating the Circular Economy Coalition (PACE),  

• the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP),  

• the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) and  

• the World Economic Forum (WEF). 
 

v. Engagement with constituency groups 
In 2021, the CTCN engaged with constituencies of 

indigenous peoples, women and youth on climate 

technologies. All three constituencies have been 

approved by the COP to each assume a seat on the 

CTCN Advisory Board.  

The CTCN invited an indigenous people's 

representative to speak at its Dialogue on Gender, 

Innovation and Technology at COP26, and 

communicated to the LPICC that it stands ready to 

support its efforts through knowledge sharing on issues of technology and indigenous peoples and 

local communities.  

 
36 https://www.ctc-n.org/news/high-level-launch-regional-circular-economy-coalition-join-
event?fbclid=IwAR3sNUpyiCr0ejdjkfwIRKWqKHb1Ru8-M03WTPqN-sQa5-MCSyiFTAPKH3I 

https://pacecircular.org/latin-america-and-caribbean-circular-economy-coalition#:~:text=The%20LAC%20Circular%20Economy%20Coalition%20overall%20aim%20is%20to%20foster,and%20innovation%20in%20the%20region
https://pacecircular.org/latin-america-and-caribbean-circular-economy-coalition#:~:text=The%20LAC%20Circular%20Economy%20Coalition%20overall%20aim%20is%20to%20foster,and%20innovation%20in%20the%20region
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The CTCN has increasingly engaged young people in its technology work over the last few years, with 

the dual goals of offering technology services to youth and providing young people with a platform 

from which to share their insights and experience in climate change technology development and use. 

The CTCN has continued to engage with the UNFCCC youth constituency, YOUNGO, on enhanced 

collaboration through participation at CTCN Advisory Board meetings, hosting of joint events, learning 

workshops, and webinars with a focus on youth, climate, and innovation. This year, in partnership 

with YOUNGO, the CTCN launched a Youth Knowledge Exchange programme. Through an open call 

for applications, two young people from Colombia and Germany were selected to collaborate with the 

CTCN over a four-month period to conduct research, analysis, and implementation at the nexus of 

technology, gender, and youth. Likewise, the CTCN collaborated with YOUNGO to host two youth and 

technology side events at COP26.  

The CTCN collaborated with the Women and Gender Constituency to host the Gender-Just Climate 

Solutions Awards and Upscaling Programme, which received several hundred submissions from 

around the world.  

In 2021, the TEC and the CTCN continued to jointly implement activities that support countries in 

enhancing action on technology development and transfer under the Convention and in following 

technology framework guidance under the Paris Agreement. Two joint sessions for taking stock of 

progress and guiding implementation of joint activities were organized, one in April and another in 

September 2021. The TEC and the CTCN started implementing two activities to be undertaken jointly 

in 2021–2022, as reported in their joint annual report for 2020: one on technology and NDCs and one 

on gender and technology. 

Throughout 2021, enhanced coherence and synergy under the Technology Mechanism was ensured 

by the TEC and the CTCN collaborating on joint events and participating in each other’s events 

In 2021, representatives of the CTCN participated collaborated on other constituted body events 

including:  

• The 19th meeting of the Adaptation Committee. 

• The 5th meeting of the Paris Committee on Capacity-building and the 1st meeting of the 
informal coordination group for capacity building under the Convention and the Paris 
Agreement.  

• The CTCN contributed to and participated in the Paris Committee on Capacity 
Building  working group on “coherence and coordination on capacity-building under and 
outside the convention”. This working group is one of four under the PCCB and its objective is 
to ensure that there is coordination with other bodies under and outside the Convention that 
engage in activities related to capacity building. 

• The 13th meeting of the Executive Committee of the Warsaw International Mechanism. 

• The CTCN is represented on the Expert Group on Action and Support under the Warsaw 
International Mechanism for Loss and Damage. The objective of this Expert Group is to assist 
the Executive Committee in implementing its five-year rolling workplan as it relates to action 
and support, including finance, technology and capacity-building. As such, the CTCN 
participated in its first meeting held during the SB sessions. The purpose of the first meeting 
was to discuss the Scope of Work of the group, its workplan and relevant ongoing activities of 
the different organisations represented.  

• The 5th meeting of the Facilitative Working Group of the Local Communities and Indigenous 
Peoples Platform. 

• The informal dialogue with the constituted bodies during the May–June 2021 sessions of the 
subsidiary bodies, including providing information on the status of the CTCN activities. 
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• During the subsidiary bodies’ meeting, the CTCN participated in an intersessional workshop 
organized by the Koronivia Joint Work on Agriculture. The purpose of the workshop was to 
exchange on the latest science and experiences with implementation of activities related to 
sustainable land and water management and scaling-up.  

• The CTCN was invited to follow the 4th meeting of the Katowice Committee of Experts on the 
Impacts of the Implementation of response measures. 

• The 6th annual meeting of the GCF with the UNFCCC constituted bodies 
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Table 9 Reporting on 2021 AOP Indicators - Collaboration and Stakeholder 

Engagement 
Indicators Target 2021 result 

Outcome 3 - Collaboration and Stakeholder Engagement:  
A broad range of stakeholders collaborate in promoting gender-responsive climate technology development 

and transfer 

3.A. Number of engaged network members and 
knowledge partners 

20% of Network members 
and Knowledge Partners 

25.5% 
 

3.B. CTCN Network member engagement in 
technical assistance 

This indicator is for 
monitoring purposes and 
does not have a target 
associated to it.  

14 TAs implemented by 
network members 
 
9 TAs implemented by 
Consortium Partners 

3.C. Overall satisfaction of Network members 
with CTCN services 

>90% satisfaction (3+ on 5- 
point scale) reported by 
Network members 

Network survey is 
disseminated biannually to be 
conducted in 2022 

Output 3.1: Enhanced platforms and tools for collaboration and learning on climate technology development 
and transfer 

3.1.a. Number of deliverables produced during 
the technical assistance (disaggregated by type, 
excluding mission, progress and internal reports) 

80-100 per year 253 

Output 3.2: Active partnerships between scientific community, authorities, private sector, CSOs, and financial 
institutions 

3.2.a. Total number of members in the CTC 
Network (disaggregated by region, type, 
approach, enabler and expertise) 

620 by 2020 + 10% 
increase per year 

707 
Disaggregated data shown 
above in Collaboration 
chapter 
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VI. Support 
 

vi. Enhancing collaboration with the Finance Mechanism and promoting 

innovative finance and investment37  
Adaptation Fund Climate Innovation Accelerator Programme  

The CTCN has collaborated with the Adaptation Fund to foster innovation 

in climate change adaptation in developing countries through the 

Adaptation Fund Climate Innovation Accelerator, or AFCIA. Coordination 

meetings have taken place regularly between the Adaptation Fund and 

project implementers UNEP/CTCN and UNDP to exchange information on 

the implementation of AFCIA and other relevant adaptation matters. More 

information can be found under the innovation theme. In December 2021, 

the CTCN had already selected 13 adaptation TAs for AFCIA and contracted 

three network partners to implement the TAs selected during the first call 

of projects.  

 

The Green Climate Fund 

GCF Readiness and Preparatory Support programme: To date, the CTCN has coordinated and 

submitted 35 GCF readiness proposals, of which 30 have been approved and will mobilize just over 10 

million USD from the GCF for implementation. Six readiness proposals are currently under review. No 

new proposals were submitted in 2021 to focus resources on successfully launching several readiness 

projects which were approved for funding in 2020 and gearing-up work on larger scale projects to be 

submitted in 2022. 

Table 10 Status of CTCN Readiness Projects Submitted 

Status 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Total 

Submitted 6 1 18 10 0 35 

Approved 4 2 3 17 4 30 

 

 
37 Technology framework reference: 26a, 26b 
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Figure 10 Geographical distribution of CTCN GCF readiness projects submitted 

 

 

In 2021 alone, the CTCN obtained the approval for 4 GCF projects proposals38 and completed two 

projects.  

Table 11 CTCN GCF Readiness Projects completed in 2021 

Country Technical Assistance Name Outcomes 

Six Countries: 
Djibouti, 
Ethiopia, Kenya, 
Rwanda, 
Tanzania and 
Uganda 

Identification of the most suitable direct 
use applications and technologies in low 
to medium temperature geothermal 
systems in six African countries 

The main outcome of this TA was the 
development of a pre-feasibility study. In each 
country, the TA identified potential direct use 
geothermal applications as well as the 
corresponding sectors and technologies that 
may benefit from the utilization of direct use 
geothermal projects. The TA also established 
the economic and market viability of the 
identified direct use technologies and projects. 
 
Next steps include the development of full 
feasibility studies on the identified direct use 
technologies.  

Thailand Fostering Green Buildings in Thailand- 
Enabling Readiness for Investments in 
Building Energy Efficiency for Achieving 
NDC Goals 

The main outcomes of this TA were: (1) 
establishment of energy and GHG baselines 
and consumption benchmarks, (2) techno-
economic assessment of technologies for 
Building Energy Code compliance, and (3) 
development of a  measurement, reporting 
and verification framework to assess energy 
savings and GHG emission reductions for 
existing and new buildings.  
 

 
38 Smart water network system in Tunisia; TNA and TAP in Kyrgyz Republic; updating TNA through 
development of technology roadmaps in Georgia; and TNA and TAP in Ivory Coast 

60%

31%

3%
6%

Africa

Asia Pacific

Caucasus

LAC

https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/identification-most-suitable-direct-use-applications-and-technologies
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/identification-most-suitable-direct-use-applications-and-technologies
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/identification-most-suitable-direct-use-applications-and-technologies
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/identification-most-suitable-direct-use-applications-and-technologies
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/fostering-green-building-thailand-low-carbon-society-enabling
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/fostering-green-building-thailand-low-carbon-society-enabling
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/fostering-green-building-thailand-low-carbon-society-enabling
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/fostering-green-building-thailand-low-carbon-society-enabling
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These key instruments have strengthened the 
enabling environment for a wider scale 
adoption of suitable technologies to meet 
prevalent building energy code (and upgraded 
standards) leading to energy efficiency in the 
building sector. The adoption of energy 
efficient technologies will help in market 
transformation and can lead to significant 
contribution to quality of life and job creation. 
 
 On the basis of the outputs produced and the 
prioritized technologies, and contingent upon 
the interest of the Government of Thailand, 
potential avenues which could be explored for 
scaled-up implementation include a finance 
mechanism/ business model to upgrade 
existing buildings in the Bangkok area. 

 

Moving towards scaled-up implementation:  Fruitful discussions have been held this year between the 

CTCN and GCF on advancing collaboration, including through developing a programmatic approach 

with emphasis on adaptation and climate technology, and strengthening engagement with Direct 

Access Entities to develop funding proposals with robust adaptation technology elements. 

Furthermore, several TAs have included the development of a concept note for further financing as a 

direct deliverable of the project. Of those, most are intended for submission to the GCF for full scale 

implementation. Twenty-two GCF concept notes for further financing were developed as project 

deliverables for TAs completed in 2021. (see below for more details).  

Global Environment Facility (GEF)  

The CTCN was selected in December 2020 as one of nine winners of the GEF’s inaugural Challenge 

Program for Adaptation Innovation, a new competition supporting private sector remedies for climate 

risk in developing countries. The program supports scalable, bankable solutions that can help 

industries and communities cope with the adverse impacts of climate change and build resilient 

economies. 

Implemented in collaboration with UN-HABITAT, the CTCN’s proposal focuses on helping mid-size 

cities access innovative financing for climate adaptation technologies. The project aims to assist urban 

planners in building their capacity to produce and fund climate resilient urban plans. In particular, the 

project will build an understanding of possible financial tools and mechanisms for climate change 

adaptation technologies and will build relationships between medium-size cities, their private sector, 

and national and international financial markets and infrastructure funds. Project implementation will 

commence in 2022.   

Collaboration with the NDC Partnership  

The CTCN continued to collaborate with the NDC Partnership, notably as an implementing partner of 

the Climate Action Enhancement Package (CAEP) programme launched in 2019. To date, the Centre 

has identified opportunities to leverage the technical expertise of its Network to support 7 countries 

under CAEP. The main objectives of the technical assistance financed through the CAEP/ CTCN 
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collaboration are to assist members of the NDC partnership enhance their NDCs as part of the NDC 

update process and fast-track the implementation of NDCs.  

$649,793 USD in CAEP funds has been provided to the CTCN for technical assistance implementation, 

while the CTCN has co-financed, and in some cases completely financed, the remainder of individual 

technical assistance costs. 

The two technical assistance cases below completed in 2021 were co-funded through collaboration 

with the NDC CAEP.  

Country CTCN TA Name 

Guatemala Developing a systemic vulnerability assessment of the Guatemalan Dry Corridor 

Jamaica Identification of a climate research agenda to include collaboration with academia 

 

In addition, both parties collaborated on developing a capacity-building module titled “Vision to 

Concept" designed to provide capacity building on the development of GCF concept notes. More 

information on this module is presented below.  

vii. Enhancing the mobilization of various types of support, including pro bono and 

in-kind support39 
To date, 14 technical assistance cases have been supported through pro-bono support from the 

Republic of Korea (12 technical assistance cases) and the Government of Japan (2 technical assistance 

cases) 

Four technical assistance cases completed in 2021 were funded through the pro bono support from 

the Republic of Korea, equivalent to $565,412.  

Table 12 Technical Assistance cases completed in 2021 funded through pro-bono support from the 
Republic of Korea 

Country CTCN TA Name Implementor Budget (USD) 

Cambodia 

Development of low-emission 
mobility policies and financing 
proposal for Cambodia Envelops 

                        
141.775 

Sri-Lanka 

Technical Assistance for the 
Development of a Climate Smart 
City in Kurunegala (Mitgation 
Element) EcoNetwork 

                        
170.000 

Togo 

Support for the deployment of 
solar energy technology in rural 
areas 

Institute for Global Climate 
Change and Energy 
Kyungpook National 
University 

                          
130.000 

Namibia 
Water Recycling Technologies in 
Namibia 

Yooshin Engineering 
Corporation, 
The republic of Korea 

                        
123.637 

 

 
39 Technology framework reference: 26d 
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In some cases, implementing partners and/or project proponents have provided in-kind support for 

the technical assistance. For example, three technical assistance cases completed in 2021 benefited 

from various forms of in-kind support: 

Table 13 In-kind support provided to CTCN technical assistance implementation 

Country TA name Value of In-
Kind support 

USD 

Comment 

Belize 
 
 
 

Development of an integrated 
and comprehensive 
agroforestry policy 
 

31.531,00 
 
 
 

The designer of the response plan 
contributed around 20% of his time 
as CATIE's counterpart during the 
project execution period, which is 
equivalent to $ 21,021 per year of 
work. 

Thailand 
 
 
 
 
 

Fostering Green Buildings in 
Thailand- Enabling Readiness 
for Investments in Building 
Energy Efficiency for Achieving 
NDC Goals 
 

Qualitative 
 
 
 
 
 

Additional in-kind support by the 
NDE and the Department of 
Alternative Energy Development 
and Efficiency (DEDE) for inter-
ministerial collaboration, including 
TA activities. 

15 
countries 
in Africa 

Multi-Country TA: Study on the 
valorization of forest biomass 
waste into energy 

68.500,00 
 
 

Contribution from C&E Advisory & 
S2 
 

 

The table below provides a summary of ongoing engagement results: 

Table 14 Summary of ongoing engagement results with financing entities 

Institution Cooperation Financial Details 

Adaptation Fund  5-year mgmt. of Adaptation 
Fund Climate Innovation 
Accelerator Programme  
 

$5 million USD provided over a 
5-year period starting in 2020 

Green Climate Fund 35 readiness proposals 
submitted; 30 approved 

10,445,153 USD thus far for 30 
approved proposals  

Global Environment Facility Challenge Program for 
Adaptation 
Innovation  

677.000 USD over 3 years 
starting in 2020 

NDC Partnership  Climate Action Enhancement 
Package (CAEP) TA support for 
7 countries 

649,793 USD provided by CAEP 
to date, with CTCN co-financing  

Pro bono support  14 Technical Assistance cases 
to date 

Support equivalent to 
2.176.967 USD to date 
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viii. Capacity building to facilitate access to financing40 
The CTCN’s Vision to Concept capacity building programme  

The CTCN’s Vision to Concept capacity-building programme has proved useful in supporting countries 

to secure potential funding for project ideas related to the implementation of TNA and technology 

action plan results. The main objective of the programme is to fast-track the implementation of 

country’s NDCs by building capacities of key stakeholders in developing bankable project proposals to 

access climate finance from the GCF. Stakeholders are equipped with an improved understanding of 

the process of transforming priorities outlined in the country’s climate change process (NDC, TNA, GCF 

country programme, etc.)  into concrete project ideas through an eight-day training programme and 

post-training mentoring for up to three months. The capacity building module culminates in a set of 

well-articulated concept note drafts, including a roadmap towards their submission. 

In 2021, the CTCN, in collaboration with the UNEP-DTU Partnership41 (UDP) and the NDC CAEP offered 
support to enhance the skills of 55 technical employees of Eswatini and Sudan’s Ministries and 
institutions.  

Four draft concept notes were developed as a result of the capacity-building module in Eswatini, three 
of which were picked by GCF Accredited Entities (AEs) for further development into GCF proposals and 
submission for funding: 

1) Strengthening Urban Resilience in Eswatini through climate-proofing Green, Grey and Blue 
Infrastructure; 

2)  Sustainable Energy for Low Carbon Development in Eswatini;  
3) Increased resilience to climate change of Eswatini’s Rural Communities through Integrated 

Natural Resources Management 
4) Low Carbon Waste management in Eswatini (WASTE).  

 
In Sudan, the following four concept notes were developed:   

1) Strengthening Local Communities’ Resilience to Climate Change and Promotion of Soil Health 
in North Kordofan and Gedarif States, Sudan,  

2) Utility Scale Grid Connected Solar Power Plant 
3) Sustainable forest management for enhancing the resilience of Mangroves along The Red Sea 

Coast in Sudan 
4) Enhancing Climate Resilience for Small Farmers and Pastoralists using Community Watershed 

Management Approaches in Hamashkoraib Locality, Kassala State.  
 

ix. Facilitating access to scaled-up implementation and financing through 

developing financing proposals42  
The CTCN often includes specific deliverables in its technical assistance to equip beneficiaries with the 

skills and information needed to mobilise finance for further technology implementation. CTCN 

technical assistance cases completed in 2021 with a budget of just over 2 million USD are expected to 

leverage an anticipated 178 million USD through the financing of follow-up concept notes and 

proposals. The table below details the concept notes that were developed as part of CTCN technical 

assistances completed in 2021. 

 
40 Technology framework reference: 26c 
 
42Technology framework reference: 26a, 26b 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H5XrFSKGGRpLwMN09ErATwuMAFlf2-ms/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H5XrFSKGGRpLwMN09ErATwuMAFlf2-ms/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fqUrvPuQWZLwBLJHx60rTt0IeqBsv8Cx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GYTRT8bBVvYY17ksUZ0UahI_mffdgrJv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GYTRT8bBVvYY17ksUZ0UahI_mffdgrJv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14tl_nf8yzKHCK8saof0jDWI0p-ORH8D9/view?usp=sharing
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Table 15 Anticipated funding leveraged for CTCN technical assistance completed in 2021 

CTCN TA CTCN 
TA Budget 

(USD) 

Anticipated 
Funding 

Leveraged 
(USD) 

Concept note 
prepared for 

Concept Note Details 

Improving resilience of the 
education system to climate 
change impacts in the Eastern 
Caribbean region for Saint Lucia 
and Antigua and Barbuda 

208,856 15,000,000 Adaptation 
Fund  

UN-Habitat, the Ministry of Education and other partners developed an Adaptation Fund (AF) proposal 
(pre-concept note already endorsed by the AF) to increasee the resilience of the education system to 
climate change impacts in the Eastern Caribbean region.  
 
The CTCN technical assistance contributed to the strengthening of the proposal by providing an early stage 
feasibility assessment for deployment of specific adaptation technologies to improve resilience of selected 
schools in Saint Lucia and Antigua and Barbuda. 

Update and review of Belize´s 
Nationally Determined 
Contributions (NDC) 

70,000 10,000,000 
 
50,000 

Financial entity 
not yet 
identified 
(GEF?) (x2) 

Concept Note 1: Key energy efficiency options for Belize: Solar Water Heating (SWH) in Household Sector. 
This relates to the implementation of a specific program and the development of pilot projects. 
 
Concept Note 2: Contributions from nature-based solutions to climate change mitigation and adaptation in 
Belize. Belize has a great opportunity to show leadership in the implementation of nature-based solutions 
to climate change, building its NDCs and LTS, making a model for prioritizing joint goals for Belize. 

Developing a circular economy at 
the local level in Costa Rica 

49,980 199,520 CTCN technical 
assistance 

We have recently started this TA as a continuation of the Costa Rica bottom-up approach that started with 
a Guide for local governments and then, intends to have a National Strategy:  
Supporting the transition to a circular economy in Costa Rica: 
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/supporting-transition-circular-economy-costa-rica  

Development of baseline 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
from cattle farming - Cuba 

86,932 60,000,000 GCF Evaluation of Applicable Climate Resilient Technologies to Establish the Baseline of GHG Emissions from 
Livestock Vaccine in Cuba 
 
The concept note proposes to facilitate the transition of the productive scheme and the supply chain of 
cattle ranching, towards a financially attractive model, with low greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, resilient 
to climate change and, with high carbon storage capacity in the long term. 

Developing a systemic vulnerability 
assessment of the Guatemalan Dry 
Corridor  

165,180 5,477,182 GCF SUAGRI El Progreso - SUstainable AGRIculture and Livestock landscapes to ensure Food Security in 
vulnerable communities of the Dry Corridor of El Progreso, Guatemala 
 
SUAGRI El Progreso, Guatemala, is a community-based project for the Agriculture, Livestock and Food 
Security sector, which is already based on a vulnerability/risk assessment carried out through a 
participatory process in selected communities.  

https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/supporting-transition-circular-economy-costa-rica
https://www.ctc-n.org/system/files/dossier/3b/Producto%204.1.%20Concept%20note%20SAP%20GCF_El%20Progreso_LN%20Estrada_sept.2021_FINAL.pdf
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Identification of a climate research 
agenda to include collaboration 
with academia - Jamaica 

85,000 235,000 CTCN technical 
assistance (x2) 

Jamaica submitted a follow-up project on food security “Enhancing multi-scalar mapping and research of 
food security risk,  due to the impacts of climate change on rural and urban environments.” that the CTCN 
will support in 2022 through its technical assistance.  
 
A mitigation concept note regarding the “Assessment of the true potential of biogas waste-to-energy for 
Jamaica” was also developed. 

Assessment of the current status of 
the circular economy for 
developing a roadmap - Uruguay, 
Mexico, Chile, Brazil 

180,540 Uruguay: 
95,000 
 
Mexico: 
190,000 

CTCN technical 
assistance (x2) 

The initial technical assistance resulted in the submission of two follow-up requests for technical assistance 
from the CTCN from Mexico and Uruguay. Both TA requests were approved for funding in 2022. 

Mexico: Análisis del estado actual del sector de la construcción y demolición respecto a la Economía 
Circular en la Ciudad de México para el desarrollo de una plataforma de Marketplace de materiales. 
 
Uruguay: Research, Development and Deployment of climate technologies for the reduction of GHG 
emissions in dairy farms, through the circularity of flows and materials in Uruguay. 

Development of low-emission 
mobility policies and financing 
proposal for Cambodia 

141,775  GCF Low-emissions mobility (E-Bike) financing and incentive program in major cities of Cambodia . The main 
objective of this project is the promotion and diffusion of E-bikes with solar charging infrastructure through 
germane loan and incentive programs. The concept note is being proposed to the GCF AEs for onward 
submission. 

Technical Assistance for the 
Development of a Climate Smart 
City in Kurunegala (Mitgation 
Element) 

170,000 570,000 KEITI  Concept Note developed for KEITI (Korea Environmental Industry and Technology Institute) on the 
"Establishment of Master Plan for the Improvement of the Solid Waste Management in North-western 
Province, Sri Lanka(570,000 USD)" after CTCN's TA.  

Study on the valorization of forest 
biomass waste into energy 

245,900 48.050.000 GCF (7) 7 GCF Concept Notes have been prepared:  
- Burundi: The production of wood pellets and improved cook stoves  
- Cameroon: Co-generation of electricity from wood waste  
- Republic of Congo: Manufacture of ecocharcoal from eucalyptus trees using Green Mad Retort Kiln 
(GMDR) technology 
- Democratic Republic of Congo: Micro-gasifier stoves and wood pellets.  
- Burkina Faso: Shea briquette manufacturing. 
- Mali: Shea briquette manufacturing. 
- Ivory Coats: Cocoa briquette manufacturing. 

Support for the deployment of 
solar energy technology in rural 
areas - Togo 

130,000 975.000,00 GCF  Developing a solar hybrid microgrid in Kablive. 
 The main objective of this project was to improve access to clean, reliable and affordable energy in Kablive 
through the development of a solar micro-grid energy system. A solar energy road map was designed in 
order to attract solar energy investors from the international organizations and donor countries to invest in 
the underutilized and abundant clean energy in Togo. 

https://www.ctc-n.org/dossiers/2021/lisis-del-estado-actual-del-sector-de-la-construcci-n-y-demolici-n-respecto-la-econom
https://www.ctc-n.org/dossiers/2021/lisis-del-estado-actual-del-sector-de-la-construcci-n-y-demolici-n-respecto-la-econom
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/research-development-and-deployment-climate-technologies-reduction
https://www.ctc-n.org/technical-assistance/projects/research-development-and-deployment-climate-technologies-reduction
http://www.ctc-n.org/system/files/dossier/3b/CTCN_REPORT_DELIVERABLE%203_TOGO%5B6%5D.pdf
http://www.ctc-n.org/system/files/dossier/3b/CTCN_REPORT_DELIVERABLE%203_TOGO%5B6%5D.pdf
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Diagnosis on the vulnerability of 
three (3) communes of Cameroon 
in order to establish bases for 
developing energy and climate 
action plans 

118,261 580,000   
Fonds Spécial 
d’équipement 
et 
d’Intervention 
Intercommunal
e (FEICOM) 

One concept note that selected by the 3 communes for the Construction of boreholes for safe water supply 
with solar pumps and drinkers for animals in three municipalities. 
(Mbé). The estimated budget required for create new borehole is estimated at 352,700 USD each, while 
the cost to rehabiltated existing boreholes is estimated at 10’000 USD. There are 58 boreholes that would 
need to be rehabilitated in the 3 communes thus a total budget of 580,000 USD.  

Water Recycling Technologies in 
Namibia 

123,637 10,000,000  GCF Concept paper was delivered to GCF Accredited Entity in Namibia to develop a pilot-scale project 
connecting to the GCF project.Funds for pilot-scale project is being secured by Korean Government 
Research funds. 

Vision to concept capacity building 
in Eswatini 

66,030 No budget 
mentioned 

GCF (X4) Four concept ideas were developed as a result of the capacity building programme:  
1) Strengthening Urban Resilience in Eswatini through climate-proofing Green, Grey and Blue 

Infrastructure; 
2) Sustainable Energy for Low Carbon Development in Eswatini;  
3) Increased resilience to climate change of Eswatini’s Rural Communities through Integrated Natural 

Resources Management 
4)  Low Carbon Waste management in Eswatini (WASTE). 

Vision to concept capacity building 
in Sudan 

50,000 No budget 
mentioned 
 

GCF (X4) Four concept ideas were developed as a result of the capacity building programme:  
1) Strengthening Local Communities’ Resilience to Climate Change and Promotion of Soil Health in 

North Kordofan and Gedarif States, Sudan,  
2) Utility Scale Grid Connected Solar Power Plant 
3) Sustainable forest management for enhancing the resilience of Mangroves along The Red Sea 

Coast in Sudan 
4) Enhancing Climate Resilience for Small Farmers and Pastoralists using Community Watershed 

Management Approaches in Hamashkoraib Locality, Kassala State. 

SME Technology Clinics – Tanzania 
and Kenya 

125,000 25 – 30M 
USD 

GCF (X2) Two GCF Concept Notes were developed – upgradation of technologies in SMEs through the use of blended 
financing in partnership with local commercial banks 

Total  2,019,091 178,421,702 32  
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Table 16 Reporting on 2021 AOP Indicators – Support 
Indicators Target 2021 result 

Outcome 5 - Support: Financial and technical resources identified and available to support climate 
technology development and transfer 

5.A. Annual percentage increase of 
funding mobilized for the activities of 
the CTCN 

10% increase in funding 
mobilized for the activities 
of the CTCN per year. This 
will only cover funds 
received during the year. 

26%43 

Output 5.1: Multi-tier collaboration with Financial Mechanism operating entities 

5.1.a. Number of events and trainings 
co-organized with operating entities of 
the Financial Mechanism (GEF, GCF) 
and MDBs 

6 per year 344 

5.1.b. Extent of mutually beneficial 
engagement (financial, technical or 
other) between the operating entities 
of the Financial Mechanism (GEF, 
GCF), MDBs, and the CTCN 

Qualitative indicator Technical assistance cases45 funded 
or under consideration by GCF, GEF 
and Adaptation Fund to date; 
participation in CTCN Advisory Board 
meetings and other relevant 
meetings and events 

5.1.c. Number of CTCN technical 
assistance supported by the GEF/GCF 

10-12 per year 
 

2 GCF readiness projects completed 
in 2021  
 

Output 5.2: Diversification and mobilization of the types and sources of technical and financial support 
available to countries 

5.2.a. Value of pro bono and in-kind 
support secured for CTCN activities 

500,000 - 1 million USD 
per year 

2.176.967 USD to date 
 
565,412 USD in 2021 

5.2.b. Level of donor engagement 20 donors engaged per 
year 

22 donors engaged 

5.2.c. Number of technology proposals 
developed through CTCN technical 
assistance anticipated to be supported 
by the GEF/GCF 

3-5 per year 32 Concept Notes for further 
financing were developed as 
deliverables of CTCN’s technical 
assistance cases completed in 2021 
and capacity building activities.  

 

  

 
43 Total non-GCF income received in 2021 is 26% more than the 2020. 
44 Three events with the Adaptation Fund on AFCIA 
45 GCF ongoing and submitted for review: 39 GCF readiness technical assistance cases; Adaptation fund cases 
selected: 13 technical assistance cases; GEF technical assistance on innovation and adaptation financing: 3 
technical assistance cases 
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VII. Lessons learned  
 

Lessons learned from completed 2021 TAs can be divided into the following categories: engagement 

with NDEs and key stakeholders, COVID-19 and virtual engagement, data collection for M&E, 

capacity gaps, and climate technology transfer more generally.   

Engagement with NDEs and stakeholders. Engagement with NDEs is critical to facilitating 

communication during TA development and implementation. TAs are vulnerable to various exogenous 

factors, such as changes in political leadership, and as such the CTCN plays a crucial role as the liaison 

to ensure continued interaction with key stakeholders. The CTCN should remain well-informed 

regarding NDE preferences and changing circumstances in order to modify initial plans as needed. 

Training for NDEs is important, especially during TA implementation. Engagement with stakeholders 

from the beginning is key to meeting the actual needs of target beneficiaries. Participatory approaches 

could be more readily used in future TA design. Project proponent expectations as well as response 

plans should be shared during TA design and well understood.  

 

The CTCN process relies heavily on coordination among multiple agencies, which can lead to delays.  

In addition to NDEs, it is necessary to engage with other focal points and country experts in the field 

who understand the sector/issues and can obtain data. Due to COVID-19 and the lack of in-person 

activities, there were delays to data collection and overall schedules, which underscore the need for 

strong partnerships with local consultants who can provide on-site technical support. 

 

COVID-19 and virtual engagement. In 2021, the COVID-19 pandemic continued to affect project 
implementation.  The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on mobility delayed the implementation of 
some activities - in-person meetings, stakeholder consultations, and workshops were either delayed 
or moved online. Field visits were replaced with virtual information collection, and online modalities 
were adopted for surveys and focus groups. Technical assistance implementation was greatly 
facilitated by in-country partners who conducted workshops, stakeholder meetings and on-site 
surveys. 

Project planning should preemptively account for this and consider alternative activity formats that 

can be adapted to unexpected circumstances. Virtual meetings and activities may take more time than 

originally envisioned and require stable internet connections. Conducting capacity building in a phased 

manner and providing even minimal onsite visits to 1-2 relevant industries can enhance the practical 

understanding of training participants.  

 

Data collection for M&E. More time is needed for revisions and feedback to response plans to create 

more realistic expectations regarding project duration and budget allocation to certain deliverables. 

Data availability, access, and collection are challenging and tend to require additional resources, which 

when not available may prompt a redistribution of activities and/or adoption of an alternate 

methodology. 

 

Capacity gaps. In some cases, TA timeframes are too short to conduct sufficient capacity building. 

Participants sometimes lack prior training that is fundamental to learning new technologies. It has 

been recommended to conduct in-depth training sessions for select groups of experts who are 

equipped to become trainers themselves and subsequently train their local institutions. In cases where 

stronger enabling conditions are needed prior to a full implementation of a policy action plan, for 
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example, further improvement of knowledge and/or capacity would support personnel in applying 

their skills to real situations.  

 

Technology transfer. More generally, successful technology transfer requires a robust enabling 

environment, financial support to pilot technologies, a skilled labour force with access to training and 

capacity building, and gender-inclusive technology. Awareness raising and training are also necessary 

to promote a shared vision on technology potential among all involved technicians within ministries. 

Lastly, relationships between government and private sector actors may need strengthening before 

beginning the TA to facilitate its implementation.  

There is continued demand for support in identifying technologies to enable countries to implement 

their NDCs. The CTCN is well positioned to provide assistance to  developing countries to facilitate the 

undertaking of TNAs, technology action plans and technology road maps that are aligned to NAPs and 

the NDC process. The Vision to Concept capacity-building programme of the CTCN has proved useful 

in supporting countries to secure potential funding for project ideas related to the implementation of 

TNA and technology action plan results. 
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Annex 1. CTCN Technical Assistance Projects Completed in 2021 
 

Country  TA name Objective Final Type of 
Assistance 

Sector  Implementation 
Dates 

Implementing Partner  

15 countries: Republic of 
the Congo, Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, 
Central African Republic, 
Cameroon, Gabon, 
Equatorial Guinea, Chad, 
Burundi, Benin, Senegal, 
Ivory Coast, Mali, Burkina 
Faso Togo, Djibouti 

Multi-Country: Study on the valorization 
of forest biomass waste into energy Mitigation 

Private sector 
engagement and 
market creation 

Cross-sectoral  
- Forestry, Energy 
Efficiency, 
Renewable 
Energy 

 March 2020 - 
October 2021 

C&E Advisory & S2 Services 
(Cameroon) 

Antigua & Barbuda and  
St Lucia 

Multi-Country: Improving resilience of 
the education system to climate change 
impacts in the Eastern Caribbean region 
for Saint Lucia and Antigua and Barbuda 

Mitigation & 
Adaptation 

Feasibility of 
technology options 

Infrastructure 
and Urban 
planning 

Feb 2020 - Dec 
2021 

Engineering Construction and  
Management Consulting 
Limited (Saint Lucia) 

Belize 
Development of an integrated and 
comprehensive agroforestry policy 

Mitigation & 
Adaptation 

Recommendations 
for law, policy and 
regulations 

Agriculture and 
forestry 

July 2019 - Jan 
2021 

Tropical Agricultural Research 
and Higher Education Center 
(Costa Rica) 

Belize 
Update and review of Belize´s Nationally 
Determined Contributions (NDC) 

Mitigation & 
Adaptation 

Feasibility of 
technology options Cross-sectoral 

Jul 2020 - Feb 
2021 

Fundación Bariloche 
(Argentina) 

Cambodia 

Development of low-emission mobility 
policies and financing proposal for 
Cambodia Mitigation 

Recommendations 
for law, policy and 
regulations Energy efficiency 

Nov 2019 – Nov 
2021  Envelops 

Cameroon  

Diagnosis on the vulnerability of three (3) 
communes of Cameroon in order to 
establish bases for developing energy 
and climate action plans 

Mitigation & 
Adaptation 

Decision-making 
tools and/or 
information 
provision Agriculture 

March 2020 - 
May 2021 Lavola 1981, SAU and I2D 

Costa Rica 
Developing a circular economy at the 
local level in Costa Rica 

Mitigation & 
Adaptation 

Sectoral roadmaps 
and strategies 

Human health, 
Infrastructure 
and Urban 
planning, Water, 
Industry, Waste 
management 

Dec 2019 –  
Feb 2021  

Tropical Agricultural Research 
and Higher Education Center 
(Costa Rica) 
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Cuba 
Development of baseline greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions from cattle farming Mitigation 

Recommendations 
for law, policy and 
regulations Agriculture  

August 2019 - 
June 2021 Viresco Solutions (Canada) 

Guatemala  

Mitigation options in the waste and 
industrial processes sectors aligned with 
the updated NDC in Guatemala Mitigation 

Research and 
development of 
technologies 

Waste 
management 

Oct 2020 –  
Oct 2021 

Tropical Agricultural Research 
and Higher Education Center 
(Costa Rica) 

Guatemala  

Developing a systemic vulnerability 
assessment of the Guatemalan Dry 
Corridor  Adaptation 

Recommendations 
for law, policy and 
regulations Agriculture  

Nov 2020 –  
Oct 2021 

Tropical Agricultural Research 
and Higher Education Center 
(Costa Rica) 

Indonesia 
Support for e-mobility transition in 
Jakarta Mitigation 

Piloting and 
deployment of  
technologies in 
local conditions 

Energy efficiency, 
Infrastructure 
and Urban 
planning, 
Transport 

Apr 2020-  
Jun 2021 

Institute for Transportation 
Development Policy (ITDP) 
(USA) 
 
Cadmus Group LLC (USA) 

Jamaica 

Identification of a climate research 
agenda to include collaboration with 
academia 

Mitigation & 
Adaptation 

Research and 
development of 
technologies Cross-sectoral 

Sept 2020 –  
June 2021 

Tropical Agricultural Research 
and Higher Education Center 
(Costa Rica)  

Mexico 

 Analysis and technical review of the 
existing legal framework for the 
implementation of a circular economy 
policy in Mexico 

Mitigation & 
Adaptation 

Sectoral roadmaps 
and strategies Cross-sectoral 

Jul 2020 - Aug. 
2021 

National consultant 
(recruitment) 

Namibia Water Recycling Technologies in Namibia Adaptation 
Sectoral roadmaps 
and strategies Water 

August 2020-
Augudt 2021 

Yooshin Engineering 
Corporation, 
The republic of Korea 

Pakistan  
National Certification Scheme For Energy 
Auditors (Completed) Mitigation 

Sectoral roadmaps 
and strategies Energy efficiency 

Dec 2018 –  
March 2021 

The Energy and Resources 
Institute (India) 

Senegal 

FTA: Technical and economic feasibility 
of solar milling in women-led agri-food 
SMEs Mitigation 

Feasibility of 
technology options 

Renewable 
Energy 

March 2021 - 
September 2021 NREL (USA) 

Six Countries: Djibouti, 
Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, 
Tanzania and Uganda 

Multi-country: Identification of the most 
suitable direct use applications and 
technologies in low to medium 
temperature geothermal systems in six 
African countries Mitigation 

Feasibility of 
technology options 

Renewable 
energy 

Nov 2019- 
August 2021 Green Max Capital Advisors  

Sri-Lanka 

Technical Assistance for the 
Development of a Climate Smart City in 
Kurunegala (Mitgation Element) Mitigation 

Technology 
identification and 
prioritisation Cross Sectoral 

Jan 2020-  
Jan 2021 EcoNetwork 

Sudan 

Developing methodology and capacity 
for monitoring climate change and its 
impacts on agriculture in Sudan Adaptation 

Research and 
development of 
technologies 

Agriculture and 
forestry 

Jan 2020-  
August 2021 

Consortium Partner: World 
Agroforestry Centre - ICRAF 
(Kenya) 
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Thailand 

Fostering Green Buildings in Thailand- 
Enabling Readiness for Investments in 
Building Energy Efficiency for Achieving 
NDC Goals Mitigation 

Feasibility of 
technology options Energy efficiency 

Aug 2019 –  
Dec 2021 

International Institute for 
Energy Conservation (Thailand) 

Togo 
Support for the deployment of solar 
energy technology in rural areas Mitigation 

Feasibility of 
technology options 

Renewable 
energy 

Sept 2020- 
March 2021 KMU 

Uruguay, Mexico, Chile,  
Brazil  

Multi-country: Assessment of the current 
status of the circular economy for 
developing a roadmap 

Mitigation & 
Adaptation 

Sectoral roadmaps 
and strategies Cross-sectoral 

June 2019 - 
August 2021 

Servicios de Ingeniería Deuman 
Limitada.(Chile) 

Vietnam 

Cost-benefit Assessment of Mitigation 
Options in Rice Production: Data 
compilation, tools and training within the 
Vietnamese context Mitigation 

Research and 
development of 
technologies Agriculture  

August 2019 - 
Aug 2021 

International Rice Research 
Institute (Philippines) 
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Annex 2. Overview of Trainings, Workshops, Events and Publications  
 

1. Trainings/ Workshops organised by the CTCN in 2021 (not part of CTCN Technical 

Assistance)  

Training name Date # of 
Trainings 

Total # 
Participants 

Youth Climate Innovation Academy Africa and Asia February – April 2021 2 41 

Gender-Just Climate Solutions Training of Trainers: 
Gender-responsive climate finance (co-hosted with WECF 
and the Women and Gender Constituency) 

April 2021 4 25 

CTCN at the UNFCCC LAC Climate Week 2021: Regional 
NDE forum – open session  

12 May  1 100 

CTCN at the UNFCCC LAC Climate Week 2021: Regional 
NDE forum – closed session 

13 May 1 25 

Youth Climate Innovation Labs – LAC July (3 days) 1 86 

CTCN at the UNFCCC Asia Pacific Climate Week 2021: 
Regional NDE forum – open session  

7 July  1 249  
 

CTCN at the UNFCCC Asia Pacific Climate Week in 2021: 
Regional NDE forum – closed session 

8 July 1 29 

Youth Climate Innovation Labs – LAC 
Academy 

(2 months) 1 29 

CTCN at the UNFCCC Africa Climate Week 2021: Regional 
NDE forum – open session 

28 September 1 100 

CTCN at the UNFCCC Africa Climate Week 2021: Regional 
NDE forum – closed session 

28 September 1 37 

Training for the NDEs: Emerging Digital Technologies for 
Climate Policy Implementation 
 
Online lectures on (1) Blockchain 101, (2) Clean Energy, (3) 
Green Finance, (4) Carbon Markets, and (5) Road to 
Implementation were delivered twice a week (Mondays 
and Tuesdays) for different time zones 

5 weeks between 
September – October 
2021 

10 74 

Youth Climate Innovation Lab – LAC 
Demonstration Day  

11 November  1 69 

Gender-Just Climate Solutions Upscaling Workshop  
COP27  

10-11 November (2 
day) 

1 25 

Total   26 889 

 

2. Webinars / Events organised by the CTCN in 2021 (not part of CTCN Technical Assistance)  

Webinar / Event Title Date Number 
of 

Webinars
/Events 

Total 
Participants 

 

Workshop on Technical assistance 
for climate action in Caribbean 
countries (Co-hosted by UNFCCC-
RCC St. George and the CTCN) 

11 February  1 23 Information on AFCIA second call for 
proposal disseminated 

Financing mechanisms and business 
models for energy efficient 
technologies 

17 February 1 242 The Climate Technology Centre and 
Network (CTCN) and its network members 
Basel Agency for Sustainable Energy 
(BASE) with support from PwC Price Water 
House Coopers - India hosted a webinar on 
Financing mechanisms and business 
models for energy efficient technologies 
with case studies from Africa and Asia. 
 

https://www.ctc-n.org/news/13-startups-africa-and-asia-are-tackling-climate-change-through-cleantech-innovation?fbclid=IwAR2JcMjbDo04MSQvCTzEMgvehekH6o4tIAs234wx4fCWoaflAox0jt_zr1o
https://www.ctc-n.org/news/training-ndes-emerging-digital-technologies-climate-policy-implementation
https://www.ctc-n.org/news/training-ndes-emerging-digital-technologies-climate-policy-implementation
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F3rEHWge%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1sJ_4iH-ctIDwf9up9aWQ3k4DSuATJQi_UgmtrGucQyiIs2Y5y3HtZtKw&h=AT3BzLTAdpbHMChcxI-fxxV_BYIR3nUbnzh5VhcOrA0LqvU8qsbdfir7_kXkSDNojGhm2T5DTmZBWUESxghZJWLskl8EV028bON73vNj1Z77uSnfVSzTg6KeOQlYzf437YhI&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0Vi2qSuW8fuRiuuUTAv6tEND44SCAbISpniV6hB-UXv_f7KG8twGEzS5YowxlZN-u3SDNCFw6-6cbt2q4k3300wsdJruH-j2CguAUucDUObTVl5OPNbdfVcmjgLDi-lOjArtx4Nq7jEgnRsmWwCn55Dg6gZKMsdmOOF5pc289l3LQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F3rEHWge%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1sJ_4iH-ctIDwf9up9aWQ3k4DSuATJQi_UgmtrGucQyiIs2Y5y3HtZtKw&h=AT3BzLTAdpbHMChcxI-fxxV_BYIR3nUbnzh5VhcOrA0LqvU8qsbdfir7_kXkSDNojGhm2T5DTmZBWUESxghZJWLskl8EV028bON73vNj1Z77uSnfVSzTg6KeOQlYzf437YhI&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0Vi2qSuW8fuRiuuUTAv6tEND44SCAbISpniV6hB-UXv_f7KG8twGEzS5YowxlZN-u3SDNCFw6-6cbt2q4k3300wsdJruH-j2CguAUucDUObTVl5OPNbdfVcmjgLDi-lOjArtx4Nq7jEgnRsmWwCn55Dg6gZKMsdmOOF5pc289l3LQ
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F3rEHWge%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1sJ_4iH-ctIDwf9up9aWQ3k4DSuATJQi_UgmtrGucQyiIs2Y5y3HtZtKw&h=AT3BzLTAdpbHMChcxI-fxxV_BYIR3nUbnzh5VhcOrA0LqvU8qsbdfir7_kXkSDNojGhm2T5DTmZBWUESxghZJWLskl8EV028bON73vNj1Z77uSnfVSzTg6KeOQlYzf437YhI&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT0Vi2qSuW8fuRiuuUTAv6tEND44SCAbISpniV6hB-UXv_f7KG8twGEzS5YowxlZN-u3SDNCFw6-6cbt2q4k3300wsdJruH-j2CguAUucDUObTVl5OPNbdfVcmjgLDi-lOjArtx4Nq7jEgnRsmWwCn55Dg6gZKMsdmOOF5pc289l3LQ
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The webinar covered mechanisms that can 

support uptake of energy efficiency 

measures for different end user groups – 

residential, commercial, and public sector -

-and illustrated the models with case 

studies based on experiences from Africa 

and Asia. Its target audience included 

government officials, development 

practitioners, financial institutions, 

investors and private sector companies 

that aim to increase their knowledge on 

innovative financial mechanisms to support 

investment in energy efficiency. 

Como acceder a la Asistencia 
Tecnica para la Acion Climatica en 
paises de America Latin desde CTCN 
(co-hosted by UNFCCC-RCC Panama 
and the CTCN) 

18 February 
2021 

1 37 Information on AFCIA second call for 
proposal disseminated  

Webinar - Exploring the funding 
landscape- English, French and 
Spanish as part of webinar series 
“Funding Gender-Just Climate 
Solutions”  

April 2021 1 unknown The Women and Gender Constituency, 
together with partners, organized a three-
part webinar series: “Funding Gender-Just 
Climate Solutions”, that took place 
throughout April 2021. 
Recordings are available here. 

AFCIA regional webinars - Lessons 
Learned from the first two call for 
proposals 

13 April– Asia 
Pacific and 
LAC region  
 
4 May – 
Africa  

3 215 Following the first calls of the CTCN AFCIA 
Programme, regional webinars were 
organized in the 3 regions to share lessons 
learned, providing a regional deep dive into 
the process of selection of Concept Notes 
for AFCIA.  
 
These webinars also offered different 
views on leveraging AFCIA for innovative 
adaptation technologies and action, with 
the panel discussions offering case studies 
and insights on innovative adaptation 
technologies from a variety of experts, 
including private sector. 

No time to waste: Carbon Neutral 
Solutions – in collaboration  
with Green Technology Center, 
Korea 

24 August  1 unknown  

CTCN donor roundtable in 
Copenhagen during the World 
Climate Summit 

8 September 1 49 On September 8th 2021, the CTCN 
organised a technical meeting with the 
support of the governments of Denmark 
and the United Kingdom incoming 
Presidency, the UN Framework Convention 
on Climate Change and the UN 
Environment Programme, with the 
participation of 49 representatives from 
member states, donor communities, 
financial institutions and technology 
negotiators. The purpose of the meeting 
was to explore ways to ensure that the 
CTCN, as the implementation arm of the 
UNFCCC Technology Mechanism, can meet 
the growing demand for climate-related 
technology assistance from developing 
countries and to provide a forum to shape 
a shared vision on the strategic direction of 
the CTCN as it develops its third 
Programme of Work (2023-2026). 
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Workshop about Articulation CE 
Nacional policy frameworks and 
NDCs.  

23 September 1 24 Co-organization with the LAC CE Coalition. 
Topics of Interest: - Innovation for CE 
financing: Public/Private sector articulation 
and business models - Metrics of circularity 
impact in climate change mitigation and 
resilience. 

CTCN event: Exchange of 
experiences on National Policy 
Frameworks for the Circular 
Economy (Co-hosted by LAC Circular 
Economy Coalition)   

23 September  1 35 Organized by KAS on 23 September 2021 
under the framework of the Festival of 
Circular Economy in Latin America. Second 
edition 

Ensuring a Climate Resilient 
Recovery after COVID019 – GSTIC  

26 October  1 250 CTCN conducted a webinar on Ensuring a 
Climate Resilient Recovery after COVID19 
following the launching of its publication, a  
guidebook on the same, addressing how to 
meet climate change goals while improving 
economic competitiveness by utilising low-
carbon pathways, supply chain circularity 
and resilient business models.    
At the webinar, attended by a wide range 
of stakeholders on climate technology 
action including government and private 
sector, experiences from CTCN TA from all 
regions were shared, demonstrating the 
role that climate technologies can play in 
developing more resilient, inclusive, 
equitable and sustainable societies and 
economies capable of withstanding future 
crises, natural disasters, and other 
potential threats. 

Mobilising finance for clean tech 
deployment 

4 November 1 40 High-level speakers discussed the issue of 
clean tech project finance from the 
perspective of both European and 
developing countries. The event brought 
together public and private financiers of 
clean tech. 
 

Technology Mechanism: Fostering 
Technology Uptake to Support NDC 
Implementation and Greater 
ambition 

4 November 1 50 The CTCN and the TEC presented the 
findings from their joint publication on 
technology and NDC, and discuss with 
panelists and the audience different 
approaches to overcoming the technical, 
financial, institutional and social challenges 
regarding taking up technologies with a 
view to increasing ambition and enhancing 
climate action. 

Being Part of the Solution: Youth 
Engagement in Climate Technology  

5 November  1 25 Interactive debate with guiding questions 
on the importance of youth engagement in 
climate technology. Young people shared 
findings from their research on youth 
innovation and climate action, as well as 
gender and technology. Students from the 
University of Michigan demonstrated an 
online tool they developed to determine 
the technology priorities cited in countries 
NDCs and Technology Needs Assessments. 

The Role of Youth Engagement in 
Climate Technology 

6 November  1 40 Highlighted the importance of youth 
engagement in climate processes and their 
role as innovators, researchers and climate 
tech entrepreneurs. The event promoted 
an interactive discussion with guiding 
questions on youth engagement in climate 
tech action. 
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COP26 CTCN Donor Roundtable  8 November  1 35 https://www.ctc-n.org/news/donors-
enhance-support-ctcns-green-technology-
assistance 

Gender Just Climate Solutions 
Awards 2021 

8 November  1 70 in-
person 
800 online 

The high-level event organized by the WGC 
showcased and rewarded gender just 
climate actions that are implemented on 
all continents and can be scaled up to 
attain a significant impact and introduced 
the CTCN-WGC collaboration on capacity 
building. 

Inclusion is Key: How Gender 
Equality Improves Science, Tech, 
and Innovation for Climate Action 

9 November 1 35 Focus on new champions of nature-based 
solutions, including at non-sate actors such 
as traditional and cultural keepers, sub-
national and community levels groups, 
youth and indigenous communities. 

Dialogue on Gender, Innovation and 
Technology 

9 November 1 65 Discussed the status of women’s 
participation in climate technology 
development and innovation processes 
and reflected on ways to ensure gender-
responsiveness of adaptation and 
mitigation technologies. 

CTCN AI Demonstration 9, 11 
November 

2 30 Introduced CTCN AI person “Skye” and its 
development; Provided participants with 
the opportunity to interact with Skye and 
prompted a discussion on digital 
technologies for climate change. 

The Road Beyond COP26: A 
Conversation with African Gender 
Networks Leading Climate Action 

12 November 1 35 Co-organization with the COP26 UK 
Presidency. Network of African Women 
Environmentalists participated. 

CTCN webinar series: Blockchain 
technologies for climate policy 
implementation 
Three webinars organised in 2021:  

- Webinar 1. Blockchain 101 
and Governance, 19 
November 2021 

- Webinar 2. Transitioning 
to Clean Energy through 
Blockchain, 26 November 
2021 

Webinar 3. Enhancing Adaptation 
Finance through Blockchain, 3 
December 2021 

19 November 
26 November 
3 December 

3 175 Following the previously delivered 

Blockchain Course that was reserved for 

NDEs, the webinar series “Blockchain 

Technology for Climate Policy 

Implementation” is accessible to the 

general public. 

 

Three out of the six webinars have already 

been delivered, on the topics of (1) 

Blockchain 101 and Governance, (2) Clean 

Energy, and (3) Adaptation Finance. The so 

far delivered webinars generated 561 

registrations and 175 registered individuals 

ended up attending the webinars.  

 

The webinars included an introduction by a 
BCI expert which was complemented with 
interventions by selected experts from the 
public sector, research and industry. 

Austria, Ocean Energy Technologies 
for Blue Economies in Small Islands 
and Low-lying Developing States 
(SIDS) – with UNIDO  

30 November 1 unknown  

Total   27 2,275  

 

 

 

 

https://www.ctc-n.org/news/ctcn-webinar-series-blockchain-technologies-climate-policy-implementation-recordings-available#:~:text=The%20UN%20Climate%20Technology%20Centre,November%202021%20and%20January%202022.
https://www.ctc-n.org/news/ctcn-webinar-series-blockchain-technologies-climate-policy-implementation-recordings-available#:~:text=The%20UN%20Climate%20Technology%20Centre,November%202021%20and%20January%202022.
https://www.ctc-n.org/news/ctcn-webinar-series-blockchain-technologies-climate-policy-implementation-recordings-available#:~:text=The%20UN%20Climate%20Technology%20Centre,November%202021%20and%20January%202022.
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Events where the CTCN participated: 

• High-level launching: Circular Economy Coalition LAC and the Caribbean 

• Circular economy show: CTCN Director online. Scaling the circular economy: a Latin-

American and Caribbean coalition.  Hosted by Ellen McArthur Fundation 

• CTCN at the 7th Asia-Pacific Adaptation Forum (APAN) 

• Stakeholder consultation in Thailand: Enabling readiness for up scaling investment in energy 

efficiency 

• CTCN at the workshops for Bangladesh and Viet Nam “Private Sector Contribution to Climate 

Change Adaptation” 

• CTCN at Green Days Africa – following an invitation from the NDC of Ivory Coast, the CTCN 

made a presentation on climate technologies 

• CTCN at the Vienna Energy Forum 2021 (side event and Rose at the panel) 

• CTCN at SB52 

• NDE Germany webinar: CTCN Director's participation 

• CTCN Director at the IMO-UNEP-Norway Zero and Low Emission Innovation Forum 

• Virtual launch of the Circular Economy Guide, LAC 

• CTCN at GSTIC -  

• CTCN at the International Congress "Circular Territories: A new Development Opportunity”. 

Organized by NDE in Chile – CTCN participation as panellist 

• TNA training workshop on online capacity building on concept note development - hosted by 

UNEP-DTU Partnership – CTCN made a presentation on the AFCIA programme 

• Launch of the Technology Development and Transfer Strategy for Climate Change from Chile 

- CTCN participated as a panellist 

• 7th Asia-Pacific Adaptation Network (APAN) Forum - the CTCN will lead a Session on 

Technologies and Practices for Nature-based Resilience 

• Workshop on Climate Technology and Accessing Technical Assistance for the Process of 

Technology Needs Assessment - hosted by the NDE of Malaysia) 

• GIST Session on Adaptation to Climate Crisis and Scientific Technologies -  2021 UEA Yeosu 

Summit – CTCN presented on “supporting innovative Climate technology experiences from 

the CTCN” 

• VEF Virtual session: Digitalisation and Innovation – the CTCN presented on Innovation as one 

of TF theme, Convergence of climate technology with ICT, CTCN innovation, CTCN 

digitalisation in TA/platform/matchmaking 

• Launch event of the Coalition for Digital Environmental Sustainability (CODES), by UNEP, 

UNDP and other organizations  

• Korea-Austria S&T cooperation seminar : Hydrogen and ICT researchers - Introduction of the 

CTCN and its services  

• The CTCN Director is a member of the World Economic Forums Systemic Efficiency Adivosry 

Baord which provides guidance on cities to rethink urban planning, energy policy and the 

built living environment to ensure sustainable ecosystems and human wellness. 

• CTCN collaborated with the FTxSDG Challenge, powered by the Financial Times and 

Seedstars, to empower impact-driven entrepreneurs in emerging markets through a startup 

competition split in thematic challenges based on the UN's Sustainable Development 

Goals.The challenge drew interest from thousands of impact entrepreneurs from around the 

world from which six startups were chosen for further support by the financial times. 

CTCN at COP26 - more than 15 events:  

https://www.ctc-n.org/news/high-level-launch-regional-circular-economy-coalition-join-event?fbclid=IwAR3sNUpyiCr0ejdjkfwIRKWqKHb1Ru8-M03WTPqN-sQa5-MCSyiFTAPKH3I
https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/videos/scaling-the-circular-economy-a-latin-american-and-caribbean-coalition
https://www.ctc-n.org/news/ctcn-international-congress-circular-territories-new-development-opportunity
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsVKllCbWdc
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• The Road Beyond COP26: A Conversation with African Gender Networks Leading Climate 

Action;  

• Leveraging Emerging Technologies for Climate Action;  

• Enhancing NDCs for More Ambitious Climate Actions;  

• Dialogue on Gender, Innovation and Technology;  

• Republic of Korea’s 2050 Carbon Neutral Strategy on Technology Innovation and 

Dissemination;  

• Inclusion is Key: How Gender Equality Improves Science, Tech and Innovation for Climate 

Action;  

• Press Conference. Gender Just Climate Solutions Awards 2021;  

• Gender Just Climate Solutions Awards 2021 – viewed by over 800 people 

• The Role of Youth Engagement in Climate Technology;  

• Being part of the Solution: Youth Engagement in Climate Technology;  

• Climate Innovation and Technology; 

• Press Conference with Solar Cookers International;  

• Mobilising Finance for Clean Tech Deployment;  

• UNFCCC Technology Mechanism Pavilion 

• Sustainable Tourism Global Centre Initiative event at COP26 

• Adaptation Gap Report 2021 event at COP26 

• Product Efficiency: The world's first fuel - making the clean energy transition faster, easier, 

and more cost-effective event at COP26 

• The Khalifa Award Report: event at COP26 

• One Ecosystem Approaches for Bio-Regional Collaboration in the MENA Region event at 

COP26 

•  

Top coverage was related to the CTCN mention in Glasgow Climate Pact; CTCN donor 

announcement; social media coverage also related to Youth Climate Innovation Labs in Latin 

America, gender, and youth events. Examples include:  

• https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/interactive/2021/glasgow-climate-
pact-full-text-cop26/ 

• https://www.energylivenews.com/2021/11/10/cop26-nations-pledge-finance-to-boost-
green-tech-in-developing-countries/ 

• https://ghananewsonline.com.gh/green-tech-responds-to-climate-changes-urge/ 

• https://www.upstreamonline.com/politics/cop26-commitment-to-low-carbon-tech-funding-
for-developing-nations/2-1-1096688 

 

Publications:  

CTCN contribution to WEF report: Net Zero 
Carbon Cities: An Integrated Approach 

World Economic Forum  January 2021 

Ensuring a Climate Resilient Recovery after 
COVID-19. 

CTCN publication   

Regional Knowledge Briefs: 
 
Asia-Pacific NbS for Water Resources 
Management knowledge brief: Nature-Based 

CTCN/UNEP-DHI and 

Kenya Climate 

Innovation Center 

(KCIC) 

Spring 2022 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/interactive/2021/glasgow-climate-pact-full-text-cop26/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/interactive/2021/glasgow-climate-pact-full-text-cop26/
https://www.energylivenews.com/2021/11/10/cop26-nations-pledge-finance-to-boost-green-tech-in-developing-countries/
https://www.energylivenews.com/2021/11/10/cop26-nations-pledge-finance-to-boost-green-tech-in-developing-countries/
https://ghananewsonline.com.gh/green-tech-responds-to-climate-changes-urge/
https://www.upstreamonline.com/politics/cop26-commitment-to-low-carbon-tech-funding-for-developing-nations/2-1-1096688
https://www.upstreamonline.com/politics/cop26-commitment-to-low-carbon-tech-funding-for-developing-nations/2-1-1096688
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Net_Zero_Carbon_Cities_An_Integrated_Approach_2021.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Net_Zero_Carbon_Cities_An_Integrated_Approach_2021.pdf
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/CTCN-COVID-final.pdf
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/CTCN-COVID-final.pdf
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Solutions to emerging water management 
challenges in the Asia-Pacific region 
 
Advanced work on Africa region Circular 
Economy knowledge brief: Harnessing 
Technology in Circular Economy for Climate 
Action in Africa 
 
Scaling up Investment in Climate Technologies UNEP-DTU/UNFCCC/CTCN 

collaboration 
Launched in 
October 2021 

Africa Innovates: 50 Homegrown African 
Innovations for Climate 

UNDP/CTCN publication 
collaboration 

Spring 2022 

2015-2021: An Overview of Korea’s Engagement 
with the United Nations Climate Technology 
Centre & Network (CTCN) 

Korea GTC/ CTCN 
publication 
collaboration 

February 2022 

2021 CTCN Annual Progress Report 
2021 CTCN Progress Report pdf and microsite 
developed and launched  

 

CTCN publication  Launched at 
COP26, 
November 
2021 
 

Stimulating the Uptake of Technologies in Support of 
Nationally Determined Contribution Implementation 

CTCN and TEC 
publication 

Launched at 
COP26, 
November 
2021 

Gender Just Climate Solutions publication launched 
(in English, Spanish and French) 

 

  

Collaboration with WIPO, WTO – “Making micro 
small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMES) 
competitive through IP and Innovation” 

  

 

Videos 

• Opening video by UNFCCC Secretary General Patricia Espinosa for the CTCN Advisory Board 
meeting 

• CTCN Director’s videos for Youth Climate Innovation Labs Demo Day for Africa and Asia-
Pacific; Latin America (videos during the event) 

• 3 videos in collaboration with the UNFCCC Women & Gender Constituency to highlight Gender 
Just Climate Solutions awards winners 

• CTCN video for donor roundtable 

• CTCN Director’s video for General Assembly high level event on Delivering Climate Action 

• CTCN videos for UNIDO GC19 Exhibition 

• CTCN video on scaling up impact and the highlights from 2021 
 

 

https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/resources/Perspectives_Scaling_up_investments_0.pdf
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/resources/CTCN_Progress%20Report%202021.pdf
https://progress-report.ctc-n.org/2021/
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/resources/TEC%20CTCN%20Publication.pdf
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/resources/TEC%20CTCN%20Publication.pdf
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/resources/WECF%20Gender%20Just%20Climate%20Solutions%202021%20ENG.pdf
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/resources/WECF%20Gender%20Just%20Climate%20Solutions%202021%20ES.pdf
https://www.ctc-n.org/sites/www.ctc-n.org/files/resources/WECF%20Gender%20Just%20Climate%20Solutions%202021%20FR.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdYr-eF-bHA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdYr-eF-bHA
https://www.ctc-n.org/news-multimedia/videos
https://www.ctc-n.org/news-multimedia/videos
https://www.ctc-n.org/news-multimedia/video/un-climate-technology-centre-and-network-ctcn
https://www.ctc-n.org/news-multimedia/video/2021-review-scaling-our-impact

